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Looking for

a new pad?
Roommates, leases,
landlords, movers and
more. Everything you
need to know about
finding the right
place for you.
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Activity and Service Fee increased

'

Fee raised by $1.14 per credit hour .

The majority of the
.additional funds
will go towards
operation and
staff of the new
recreation center. ...

•
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I
It •

RYAN HERMAN
STAFF WRITER

-Marco P,na
SGA PRESfD.ENT

Students at UCF can expect to see an
increase in their Activity and Service Fee for
the 2002-03 academic year of $1.14 per credit hour.
The current charge of $6.95 per credit
hour has been the same for seven years, since
the 1994-95 academic year, but will jump up

to $8.09 per credit hour at the onset of next
year. The original request was for an increase
up to $8.60 per credit hour, but it had to be
reduced in order to comply with the last
General Appropriations Act, which limits
increases each year to 5 percent of the current
aggregate sum of the Student Activity and
Service fee, the Student Athletics fee and the
Student Health fee.
''The majority of the additional funds

..

will go towards operation and staff of the new
recreation center," said Student .Government
President Marco Pena. "There will also be
some money allocated to increase programs
and services for students, such as more concerts and events."
At the very beginning of the year, a committee was established and charged with the
responsibility of researching the increase,
according to Brian Battles, Student
Government Comptroller. The committee,
PLEASE SEE Increase oN A-3

Microbiology senior
candidate for the
Rhodes scholarship .·

Jammin' to a Cajun cookin'

DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

Burnett Honors College student Jennifer
White, a senior molecular and microbiology
major, has recently been elected as a state
finalist for the highly coveted Rhodes scholarship'.
''My major long-term goal is to become a
physic!an. I believe that the interdisciplinary
study at Oxford will open my mind to new
ideas, cultures and philosophies, while helping me to grow further in understanding others
and myself," said White.
The Rhodes scholarship, recognized as
the oldest international fellowship, originated
in 1902, following the death of Cecil Rhodes,
a British colonial statesman and financier who
left most of his fortune to the establishment of
the scholarship. The scholarship is open to students from around the world, and allows them
to receive schooling at the University of
Oxford, with two years of paid education, as
well as compensated travel expenses .
The Rhodes scholarship began accepting
American students in 1904, and annually
selects from 32 students that have been chosen
by regional committees. These students are
selected by academic achievement, personal
qualities, the area of major that has been

•

ANDRE BEAUCAGE

I CFF

Senior Travis Fisher celebrates UCF's 31·0 shutout over Louisiana-Lafayette on Saturday. The Knights ended their 2001 season-with a
6-S record. For full coverage see SPORTS, pg B-6.
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UCF adds
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option to
pay online

ERIC ARGUELLES
STAFF WRITER

"Online, not in line." That's the
official slogan for UCF's newly
developed online payment systern, called E-Pay. As of Nov.
26, UCF students are able to pay
for their courses on line using
any major credit card.

This service comes with a
$10 fee, mandated by the State
of Florida, to cover the fees
imposed by credit card companies.
"This is great. I can do this
from home," said fr..:shman
Sheena Barnes.
E-Pay has been integrated
into POLARIS and is accessible

via the Fee Invoice screen 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
This fast and easy payment
option was designed to give
UCF students the ability to pay
for class registration online at a
completely secure site with a
credit card. The process takes
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PLEASE SEE Students oN A-3

re ,publishes everx Wednesday

UCF is the focus of a new
television program orr WMFE 24.
Education. high-tech and VU are the
topics of the first two shows in a new
pilot ~ries to air this month on the
channel.

•

Wasted money
Some believe that students' monies could
be better spent and shouldn't thrown
away on things like the Etiquette Dinner.
-SEE ENTERTAINMENT, PG. A-19

-SEE OPINIONS, PG. A-8
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Warranty
• 5 YR 60,000 Mile
Powertrain Warranty

Bumper~to~Burnper

• 4 YR 50,000 Mile

2002 111·New -GTI

4115S.HWV11-92

401-365-3300

Next to Flea World
In Sanford

M-F 9-9 • Sat 9-8 • Sun 11-6
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Flea
World
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Vc:::JL-1< SWAGa•-N
www .aristocrat.vwdealer .com

.*Leases ore calculated with
$0 total down. Includes l st
payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags,
title and license.

$235 mo/48 mos:

2002 Jena GL

title and license.

*leases are calculated with
$0 total down. Includes 1st
payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags,

$269 mo/48 mos:

." • · ·• . • •.
· :' .
r ' .. . .·
p;re~owne-~ - -~i

, ~ Convertible

.-.~ ~ --~

Side airbags, Alloy Wheels, Keyless
Remote, All Power, & much more!

COLLEGE GRAD PROGRAM • FIRST TIME BUYER
CREDIT PROBLEMS

we can Assist You With:

• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper
Warranty
• 5 YR 60,000 Mile
Powertrain Warranty

*leases are calculated with
$0 total down. Includes 1st
payment, 0 sec. depos=t,
lags, title and license.

$303 mo/48 mos.*

2002 All New Cabrio 1!1-IL-, \_ ~

ABSOLUTELY $0 DOWN:!.

Pre~Grand Openi:ng Sale

.·.

•J
3 .•.· 5o~·
_. <_, o.· . o; .v.e.r· •11
n ,v o1ceO ·n . n ;e !w a tn d~ I
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*Leases are cobi!ated with $0 total
down. Includes 1st poyrnent 0 sec.
deposit, tags, title end license. ·

$226 mo/48 mos.*

2002 New Beetle Gl

• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper Warranty
• 5 YR 60,000 Mile
Powertrain Warranty

2002 Gl Golf
• 4 YR 50,000
Mile Bumper-toBumper Warranty
• 5 YR 60,000
Mile Powertrain
Warranty

$219 mo/48 mos:
*Leases are
calculated with

ti•le and license.

$0 total down.
Includes 1st
payment, 0 sec
deposit, tags,

• 4 YR 50,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bumper
Warranty
• 5 YR 60,000 Mile
Powertrain Warranty

*Leases are colculotea witri $0 total
down Includes 1st payment, 0 s~c.
deposit, tags, title and license.

$299 mo/48 mos:

2002 All New Passat GLS

Side airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, & much more!

•
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Jeremiah's Place takes a bow, for now
Semester finale for Christian coffeehouse
•

MATT SOLOMON
- STAFF WRITER

This Friday night marks the end of a
successful year for one entertainment venue
at UCF. That's when Jeremiah's Place, a
coffeehouse sponsored by Chi Alpha
Christian Fellowship has its last event of the
semester.
Chi Alpha, a recognized UCF student
organization, is identified as a "movement
of college students earnestly following
Jesus."
Lorie Munizzi, UCF alumnus, said,
'We desire to share the gospel of Jesus
Christ with the students of UCF by facilitating a nontraditional outreach program
where those who, typically, would not be
drawn by traditional outreach efforts, could
come and interact with Christians in a
relaxed atmosphere."
Jeremiah's Place kicked off in January
2001 and has been drawing crowds since.
Offering a positive alternative to the typical
Friday night party scene, this free event
provides a relaxed environment that allows

•
,.

•

students to socialize and enjoy live music,
bands, poetry, open mic, board games and
giveaways.
"Jeremiah's Place was awesome. I had
a lot of fun playing Candy Land, Pictionary,
Jenga and Scrabble all while enjoying free
Starbucks coffee and Subway cookies. I
. encourage everyone to go next time. It's so
much fun," sophomore Ryan Blackbum ·
said.
Although this Friday night is the last
Jeremiah's Place scheduled this semester,
students will be able to enjoy even more in
the spring. Munizzi said that Chi Alpha
would continue Jeremiah's Place next
semester, with hopes of establishing a permanent building to house the coffeehouse
that will allow students to enjoy Jeremiah's
ADAM SHIVER I CFF
Place more than once a month. Other longterm goals of Munizzi and Chi Alpha Jeremiah's Place proved a popular use of the Wired Cafe located in the Student Resource Center.
include establishing a peer-counseling cenFreshman Nathan Laney said, "I look
. ter, a Christian bookshop, food distribution night. Admission is free as well as free ·
drinks,
Starbucks
coffee
and
snacks.
This
forward
to seeing .what happens with this
center and an international student ministry.
month's
Jeremiah's
Place
features
two
coffeehouse.
It's a really cool place to go
The coffeehouse, held in the Wired
Cate located in the Student Resource artists who will display their work as well and the people there are really friendly. And
hey, everything's free."
Center, will be held from 8 p.m. until mid- as the Chi Alpha band who provide music.

It's the season to give
PADRA SANCHEZ
STAFF WRITER

•

•

During the holidays,
there is no shortage of ways
students can help others. Each
holiday season brings the
spirit of sharing along with it,
but this year, people seem
more eager to help than ever.
As a result of the Sept. 11
attacks,
many
Central
Floridians have lost their jobs
or have experienced cutbacks
in
their
work
hours.
Consequently, there are many
local families in need. The
Second Harvest Food Bank
and the National Conference
for Communication and
Justice have joined with UCF
to help in a food supply drive
known as the Project Harvest
of Faith. There is a collection
box in the Health and Public
Affairs building where nonperishable items may be
dropped off.
Another way students are
reaching out is through the
annual toy drive organized by
the UCF Police Department
and
the
UCF Alumni
Association. All collected

Other ways to help
The Salvation Army
Mail Address:
P.O. Box 540657,
32854-0657
Phone (407) 423-8581 - 5
Fax (407) 423-7128
Winter Park
495 S. Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32792
Phone: 407-671-4419

Heart of Florida United Way
For Volunteer Information, please
call (407) 835-0900 visit their web
site at
www.hfuw.org/Volunteers/2000%
20Volunteer.html

toys will be donated to the
XL106.7 Baby DJ Fund.
According
to
UCF
Alumni
Association
Coordinator, Carla Cordoba,
the drive has been a success
for several years. "We've

41

been doing this for four years,
although
the
Police
Department did it before that.
They mainly got the toys
from faculty and staff. So we
decided to team up and do the
toy drive because we're able
to get even more toys when
the students are involved,"
she said. "The students on
this campus are pretty proactive. They like to give back
when they can."
People are encouraged to
bring a new, unwrapped toy
anytime until Dec. I 0 to one
of three locations: The UCF
Police
Department,
the
Alumni
Association
in
Millican Hall 340 or the
Student Union or the UCF
Foundation Office in suite
140 of the Research Pavilion
at Research Park. For questions, students can call 8233453 or 823-0340.
"I donated a plush toy
last year. I plan to do it again
this year to help .the underprivileged, especially since
it's for little kids," sophomore
Winston David said.
"The Ripple Effect" is an
Orlando organization that has

been providing food for
homeless citizens and promoting homelessness awareness for over 10 years.
Volunteers can join them
every Saturday morning at
Lake Eola beginning at 8 a.rn.
Each week they distribute
food and clothing to the
needy.
"Part of our mission is to
restore self respect among the
homeless. One way to restore
that respect is for them to feel
like they can ~ommunicate
with
the
community,"
Founder and President of the
Ripple Effect, Kelly Caruso
said. "If we can bridge the
non-homeless with the homeless, it will educate a lot of
people."
On Dec. 10, the organization will be a Homeless
Awareness Holiday .B enefit at
Lake
Eola's
Bandshell.
Running from 5 - 9 p.m.,
there will be special guest
speakers, a silent auction and
live entertainment. All of the
event's proceeds will directly
aid Orlando's homeless, so
attendance is greatly encouraged.

Increase supported by .
administration, Student
Government
FROM PAGE

A-1

made up of half students and half faculty, ·
issued their report to President Hitt, who in
tum handed it over to the Board of Trustees
to make the decision. The motion passed
with a unanimous vote. The fee increase
was not only unanimously passed by the
Board of Trustees, but also backed by
President Hitt and the UCF Student
Government Association.
The SGA estimates an additional $1
million will be generated from this fee
increase,_which is a base rate that applies to
all students, regardless of their status. For
UCF students, the hike in Activity and
Service costs will mean an average increase
of approximately $15 per stu~ent per
semester.
"Increases generally do not happen
more than once every four years," Pena
said. ''This increase was necessary to keep
the recreation center open for an optimal
number of hours." The new Recreational
Services building cost $11.7 million to build
and will open in January 2002.
This fee increase should be the last of
its kind for quite some time. "Student
Service and Activity fees should support
activities benefited by the entire student
body," said Dean McFall, the Head of
Public Relations at UCF. "If there is a major
development that follows that guideline we
will probably see an increase again.
However there are no plans like that on the
horizon."

Students can use any major credit card.to pay for classes
FROM PAGE

•

•
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approximately two minutes to complete and
offers students a receipt to confirm payment
of courses. If students have any problems or
questions a help feature is located on the web
page.
"Paying for my courses online from
home would be much more convenient than

waiting around in line for an hour," freshman
Josh Fletche said. ·
The E-Pay program, which was tested
on Nov.. 1, was created and implemented
through a team effort between Course
Development & Web Services, Computer
Services and Finance & Accounting.
"Developing E-Pay was a great team
effort," said Aaron Streimish, lead Project

Manager for E-Pay and an analyst at CDWS.
"The project went from a rough idea to completion in a just a few short months."
Streimish worked closely with Tim Larson of
Computer Services and Linda Bonta from
Finance & Accounting. "We are looking into
expanding E-Pay to allow students to pay
online from their checking accounts,"
Streimish said.

Using E-Pay for tuition is the first of
many potential applications for this e-commerce system. An integral part of the creation process was to make sure E-Pay could
be easily adapted for use by other departments throughout the entire UCF community.
''The objective was simply to make paying for courses a little easier for the students
and save their time," Sreirnish said.

A-4 • CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Want to improve your
skills in mathematics?

Adventure Race coming to UCF
EILEEN MARIN
STAFF WRITER

The Student Government Association and
Recreation Services have teamed up to host the first
ever Adventure Races at UCF. All students need to
participate is guts, fitness training, teamwork and
luck.
UCF's Adventure Race will be held on Jan. 5 to
celebrate the opening of the new recreation and wellness center. The event begins at 8 a.m.
"Adventure Racing is quite exciting," Dr. Ron
Eaglin, Assistant Dean of Distributed Learning said.
"I love the sport - you simply do not have any idea
what you might be facing when you show up for the
race. He added, 'The sport has a lot of camaraderie;
the sheer uncertainty and adverse weather and terrain
conditions makes for a great bonding experience."
UCF will offer an expedition format of th&
races. UCF's race includes off-road running, mountain biking, rock climbing, canoeing and orienteering. "We have geared it so that the skill level required
for each skill can be completed by a novice," Eaglin
said.
·
According to Dana Allen, an area
firefighter/paramedic who helped bring the event to
UCF, "Student interest appears to be high at this
time. We are expecting over 100 teams for the

event."
'This event will be a taste of the real thing and
hopefully will get students motivated to start the
sport and increase their general level of fitness,"
Eaglin said. Students approached Eaglin, who has
participated in these kinds of races_ before, in
September to start the races at UCF.
A three-person team is required to enter the
race. The members of the team must be fit enough to
run three miles and bike about six miles at its own
pace. Teams will not know what challenges they are
competing in until the race begins.
These nices normally cost anywhere from $60
to $1,000 per person. However, SGA, Recreation
Services and Eaglin have "eliminated the costs for
student teams. Instead, UCF will charge faculty and
staff teams $30 and non-UCF participants $60 per
team.
Adventure Racing is considered an extreme
sport. It takes events like trail-running, mountain biking and kayaking or canoeing and adds a surprise
element to the challenges. These races test a temp 's
agility, strength and teamwork.
'The event has many social and economical
benefits for UCF, however from my perspective
adventure racing is all about teamwork and accomplishing the challenge placed before you," said
Allen.

(.

WE CAN HELP!
Come visit the UCF

Math Lab
A Friendly Place to Learn Mathematics
We offer FREE tutoring in:
.
.
r----------.,
-Finite Mathematics
Fall '01 Mathlab Hours:
I
-C~llege Algebra
Monday-:rhursday: Sam - 9pm .
- Trigonometry
I
Friday: Sam - 4pm
I1
-Business Calculus
Saturday & Sunday: Closed
L----------...1
-Mathematics for Calculus
-Calculus I, II and Ill
MAP 113
-Differential Equations
407-823-3489
'

I

mathlab@math.ucf.edu
www.math.ucf.edu/-mathlab

-

Pull over
please!
Members of the Pride and
Tradition Committee's Spirit
Police issue "citations" to
students not dressed in UCF
colors on Fridays.

1

!

,. SGA and Activity and Service Fee Committee
announce that budget packets and guidelines are ready
for pick up in SU 214 or can be found at
www.sga.ucf.edu

)Judgets are due:
JANUARY 11, 2001 AT ~:OOPM IN SU 214

Need Help r:dling the packet out?
Workshops are going to be held in SU 214 on:
November 30th @ 2:30PM
JOE KALEITA

I CFF

White's goal to be a physician
FROM PAGE

A-1

selected and what the committee feels the student
will contribute to the world.

"I am pleased that UCF now has had a state
finalist for the Rhodes scholarship for two years in
a row. This helps place UCF in the company of the
best universities in the nation," said White. The
state finalist in 2000, Sarah Kureshi, was also a
UCF student, and now attends Mayo Medical
School.
White has received many accolades at UCF,
including the honors medallion for the top grade
point average within the College of Health and
Public Affairs. Additionally, she has received
numerous awards such as the UCF Progressive
Student Leader Award, Order of Pegasus Award
and Founders Day Scholarship Award.
White is also an extremely active member of
the President's Leadership Council. In her spare
time, she also does volunteer work, including work
as a counselor for the Boggy Creek Gang, which is
weekend camps for seriously ill children, a mentor
for the Starz Mentoring Program for Seminole
Public Schools, as well as a volunteer for Habitat

for Humanity and Give Kids the World.
''To say that Jennifer is a talented student
would not do her justice. Jennifer js one of a kind.
She is the most interesting person I have met in my
last three years as a scholarship advisor," said
Jayashree Shivamoggi, the Director of Honors
Student Development. She added, "I never know
what to expect when Jennifer walks into my room;
she is so full of new ideas. Conversations with her
are always lively; she exhibits remarkable sensitivity and thoughtfulness to every subject she talks
about. Jennifer seeks knowledge for the sake of
knowledge, and rewards seem to follow."
White will face judges for an intense round of
interviews in Jacksonville on Dec. 4 and 5. During
this time, each candidate will be evaluated on several aspects including academic achievement, community service and leadership. The interviews conclude with a final selection of a person for the
Rhodes scholarship.
.
White said, "These experiences at Oxford
should facilitate my becoming an effective and caring physician. This study abroad should also provide me with.a new world perspective to help me
understand other cultures and people."

TheN
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3050 Alafaya Trail, suite 1028, Oviedo, Fl. 32765 * (407) 365-1666
( 3/4 mile North of UCF I Mc Culloch Rd, torward Oviedo )

Professional Facial, Waxing & Nails Care
For Ladies & Gentlemen

If your nails set does not look natural, it's not right
We can fix iti guarantied. You 'II be sastified

* No money to Join
*Membership privilege. Always!

+

t '

*Get 50% off all services on or 84 your Birth:Day*
(Some services required, call or see store for details)
(l)(l)(l)(i)(l)(J)(OO)U)(OO)(j)(t)(!}(OO)(i)(J)(i)(j)(j)(j)(l)(l)(j)(l)(J)(j)(j)(j)Q)(j)(OO)(l)(l)(OO)(l)(l)(i)(l)(i)(i)(OO)(l)(l)(l)

$10.00 OFF EUROPEAN FACIAL
(l)(OO)(l)(I)

$ 5.00 OFF WHEN YOU BUY A FULL SET

(i)(OO)(l)(l)OJCt)O)O)(j)(j)

Exp. 11/30/2001

(l)(j)(J)(l)(J)(l)(l)(J)

(i)(!)(()(l)(OO)(J)(j)(i)(J){O(OO)
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Did you know?
COMPILED BY

Russia right up until the seventeenth
century, as was tea money in China.
ADAM SHIVER
Almost half the newspapers in the
world are published in the United
Olive oil is made only from green ' States and Canada.
olives. Nearly the entire production of
The average person spends six
green olives grown in Italy is convertof life dreaming.
years
ed into olive oil.
BECKI PANOFF AND

Electric Christmas tree lights
were first used in 1895. The idea for
using electric Christmas lights came
from an American, Ralph E. Morris.
The new lights proved safer than the
traditional candles.

•

In the 72 years of the Academy
Awards existence, only three films
have swept all five categories in Best
Picture, Best Directing, Best Actor
and Actress, and Best Writing. They
are 1934's "It Happened One Night,"
1975's "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest" and 1991 's "The Silence of the
Lambs."
According to a survey, the most
popular day for eating out in the
United States is one's own birthday 49 percent of American adults do. The
worst holiday for eating out is
Grandparents' Day, with less than 5
percent participating.

The Procrastinators Club of
America sends news to its members
under the masthead "Last Month's
Newsletter."

shoes for more than 10,000 years. The
Egyptians wore sandals woven from
papyrus leaves.

Birthdays
Nov. 29, 1832, Louisa May Alcott
author d: 1888
Nov. 30, 1947, David Mamet
playwright, director
Dec. I, 1935, Woody Allen [Allen
Konigsberg], writer, director, actor

In 1776, a man who made $4,000
a year was considered wealthy.

Dec. 2, 1862, Charles · Ringling
circus entrepreneur d: 1926

In 1976, a Los Angeles secretary
named Jannene Swift officially married a 50-pound rock. The ceremony
was witnessed by more than twenty
people.

Dec. 3, 1960, Julianne Moore
actress

Antarctica has been used as a testing laboratory for the joint United
States-Soviet Union mission to Mars
because it has much in common with
the red planet.

Dec. 4, 1964, Marisa Tomei
Academy Award-winning actress
Dec. 5, 1901, Walt [Walter Elias]
Disney, movie animator, producer,
showman d: 1966

Pets

Some mantis shrimp travel by
doing
backward
somersaults.

Studies show that the· breeds of
dogs that bite the least are, in order:
the -Golden Retriever, Labrador
Retriever, Shetland Sheepdog, 01~
English Sheepdog and the Welsh
Terrier.

Anthropologists believe that people have been making and wearing

Parrots, most famous of all talking birds, rarely acquire a vocabulary

Ostriches can kick with tremendous force, but only forward.

All porcupines float in water.
Leather money was used in

of more than twenty words. However,
Tymhoney Greys and African Greys
have been known to carry vocabularies in excess of I 00 words.
The domestic cat is the only
species able to hold its tail vertically
while walking. Wild cats hold their
tail horizontally, or tucked between
their legs while w~lking.
Goldfish lose their color if they
are kept in a dim light or they are
placed in a body of running water,
such as a stream. They remain gold
when kept in a pond or in a bowl with
adequate illumination.
Guinea pigs were first domesticated by the Incas, who used them for
food, in sacrifices, and as household
pets.
There are more than I 00 million
dogs and cats in the United States.
Americans spend more than 5.4 billion dollars on their pets each year.
About 18 percent of animal owners share their bed with their pets. -

Quote of the Week
"If you cannot get rid of the family skeleton, you may as well make it
dance."

- 6EOR6E BERNARD SHAW

Around Campus
COMPILED BY

BECKI PANOFF &
ADAM SHIVER

Board of Trustees to meet
The UCF Board of Trustees will have their third meeting
on Noy. 29 in the Student Union from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
According to the agenda, two of the reports that will be presented are "Research at UCF' presented by M.J. Soileau, Vice
President, Research and "The Office of the Inspector General
- at UCF' presented by Barbara Ratti, Inspector General. Also
to be presented will be the Finance Committee Report, the
Advancement Committee Report and the Educational
Programs Committee report .

•

Faculty art exhibit opens

0

•

The UCF Art Faculty Exhibition, which is displayed in
the UCF Art Gallery, opened Nov. 20 and will run through
Jan. 13.
'The exhibition includes paintings, drawings, sculpture,
ceramics, prints, photography, graphic design and digital
images and the art faculty will give "Gallery Talks," (discussions about their work) during the run of the exhibit.

II

College of Education Career Fair
The UCF College of Education will be holding its Career
Fair on_Nov. 29 from 9 a.m. to I p.m. in the College of
Education Gymnasium.

Your textbooks have their
highest resale value during finals week!
UCF

~

Bookstore
Your On-campus Store

•

•

4000 Central Florida Blvd., Orlando, FL 32816
Monday-Thursday 8a.m.-7p.m., Friday 8a.m.-5p.m., Saturday 10a.m.-2p.m.

Group to study in France
Ten hospitality management students will study in
Angers, France this January, making it the largest study
abroad group for the spring semester. Students will participate
in a six-month tourism and hospitality program where they
will take courses tailored specifically for international students that also allows them to experience France to the fullest.
Students will study at the Ecole Superieure de Tourisme
et Hotellerie de l'Universite d' Angers (ESTHUA) in Angers.
There they will take classes in food and beverage management, wine studies, food cultural issues in Europe, urban
tourism, leisure activities in Europe, culture and civilization,
tourism in France and introductory and intermediate French.

-KELLY PETRIK
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Woman offers $15,000 for quality Student sperm
KIM

Vo

KNIGHT-RIDDER

Talk about pay equity: For years,
women have been offered thousands of dollars for their ova, while men got $50 for
their sperm. Now, a Burlingame, Calif.,
woman is offering $15,000 for what she
sees as premium specimens: Sperm from a
Stanford University student.
A tall, handsome, intelligent Stanford
student, of course.
The woman, who wants to remain
anonymous, says she has received about 30
inquiries since her ad ran in a California
newspaper. Sperm bank workers are agog at
the fee.
"That seems really excessive," said
Eleanor Nicoll, public relations manager for
the American Society for Reproductive
Medicine, a professional organization.
Sperm banks usually pay between $50 and
$200 for each deposit.
The deal seems pretty sweet to some
Stanford men.

Ben Martinez, a 20-year-old art major
at Stanford, saw the classified ad and
planned to call - until he s~w the requirement that the potential donor be over 6 feet
tall. Martinez is 5-feet-7 _ . .
"I'd use that money to buy a car," he
said, figuring he'd have enough left for a
guitar, too.
Nathan Hines, an aerospace engineer,
wondered why the woman would go
through all the fuss. Donations needn't be
hard to obtain. "Why not take the guy on a
date or something," he suggested. ·
An impressed Zach Myers, 19, cursed
over the fee, then joked, ''That's sexism.
You know how much the chicks get paid for
eggs?"
Indeed, ads encouraging women to "be
an angel" and donate eggs routinely run in
the Stanford Daily. Last year, an anonymous couple offered $100,000 for the eggs
of an athletically gifted, young white
woman.
Of course, donating eggs is a much
more invasive procedure than donating

sperm. Women must take fertility pills and
then have the eggs surgically removed. For
guys, Myers delicately says, it's not painful.
Health professionals worry that a
woman independently screening candidates
can't test them for infectious diseases. At
the California Cryobank, which has clinics
near University of California-Los Angeles,
Stanford and Harvard, the donors must
complete a 28-page genetic history, have a.
physical exam and be interviewed by the
staff, said Marla Eby, vice president of marketing. Men are paid $50 per donation, and
can come three times a week for a maximum payout of $600 per month. Most
donors remain anonymous:
BioGenetics in New Jersey will pay
donors $506 if they're willing to have their
identity revealed to women who select their
sperm, said Albert Anmina, who directs
BioGenetics and the Sperm Bank of New
York. Men are limited to a maximum of 10
donations, or two pregnancies.
But the woman who · placed the ad
doesn't want to go that clinical route. She

(,

wants to talk with the potential father of her
child - Hannah if it'~ a girl, Niles if it's a
boy - decide if she likes his character, as
well as his face. She said admittance into
Stahford already suggests his intelligence.
As for the money, she said, "Given that
I have money to burn, $15,000 doesn't
seem like a lot."
Since her divorce more than a year ago,
the woman said she's been distressed by the
dating scene, especially by one gentleman,
who claimed to have a connection with
outer space. ("He was from L.A. Enough
said.") Adoption is not an option because
she wants to experience childbirth as well
as parenthood. But since she is 33 years old
and has endometriosis _ a gynecological
disorder that can cause fertility problems she feels a sense of urgency.
But even as she says that, she adds that
she might put off finding a sperm donor and
try the _dating scene for another year. She's
convinced that the sperm pool will be as
good next year. "I got so much response,"
she said, "I'm not worried."

FAMU police arrest student for hazing incident
MELANIE YEAGER
KNIGHT-RIDDER

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - Florida
A&M University police arrested
a student Friday afternoon in the
beating of freshman band members that sent one of them to
Tallahassee Memorial Hospital
last week with acute renal failure.
William Tanel\ls, a 20-yearold from Miami, is accused of
participating in the paddling of
freshman trumpet players at a
residence at the Campus Lodge
Old
Apartments,
2677
Bainbridge Road. He has been
charged with aggravated battery.
Marcus Parker, who was
hospitalized Nov. 11, told police
he was struck 20 to 30 times.
Freshman Darian Magee told
police he also was paddled with a
"board-like paddle" multiple
times by different people.
It was unclear Friday
whether Tanelus is a current or
former member of the Marching
100.
According to po~e reports,
members of the freshman trumpet section met at 10:45 p.m. on

Nov. 8 at the band's practice field
on campus. They were then
transported by several vehicles to
the Campus Lodge address,
where they were pummeled.
Parker was released from
the hospital Friday and went
home to Jacksonville, Fla. Acute
renal failure is when kidneys fail
. to function properly. Audrey
Parker, his mother, said Friday
that the family is not ready to talk
about the hazing. Earlier this
week, she said she did not want
to comment for fear of jeopardizing the police Investigation under
way.
Additional arrests are pending, according to a statement
released late Friday by FAMU
officials.
"The university will contin.ue the investigation until we find
all of the parties responsible,"
spokesman Eddie Jackson said.
"Hazing will not be tolerated at
FAMU. Any student found guilty
of such behavior risks being
banned permanently from the
university."
Julian White, band director,
has already issued letters of suspension from band activities to

those band members who "may
have had knowledge of the incident," according to a FAMU.
A state law prohibits hazing
and requires universities to enforce
it and assess penalties.
Hazing has tainted the FAMU

band for decades. More recently,
FAMU has taken a stronger stance
against violators - barring them
from the band and dishing out university suspensions and expulsions. Earlier this week, White said
he thought the anti-hazing message

· ~as

getting across and thinks a few
bad students tarnish the group's
stellar reputation.
Said White: ''This does not
represent the philosophical thinking of most members in the university band."

Apartments,
roommates,
leases,
landlords,
movers
and more!
-HOUSING GUIDE, C-1
('
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1.5% Discount with UCF
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Waterford lakes
"A Full Service Florisf'
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone 407-629-0050
Fax 407-629-0877
1-800-393-0051

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery1'
Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card

Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com

(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

School acts to stop
affairs between
professors, students
PHILIP WALZER

You've been told you need.
work experience be/ore
getting your MBA.
I don't think so.
fames Park, Universitv of Flon'da 1998, 2000 BAMBA graduate
Business Ana~vst, Global Solutions/PCS
Jumpstort your career by applying today for admission
in the Early Advantage MBA program at the (rummer Graduate
School of Business, Rollins College in Orlando, Fla. In less than
two years you con earn on MBA and could be making twice
that of those without on MBA. No experience necessary.

8

Available concentrations:
E·Commerce I Finance I International Business I Management
Marketing I Operations Management/ Information Technology

The Crummer Advantage:
•
•
•
•
•

International study trip included
Notebook computer included
World-doss professors
Menlor program
Consuhing projem

look at www.crummer.rollins.edu. Or call J-800-866-2405
for more information and schedule o visit today.

Want to be a teacher?
Broward County-is-coming to the
UCF Education Career Fair
on November 29 200·1.
II

.,

.,

Come by Our Table!
Beginning Salary
Bachelor's Degree

$31,760

Master's Degree

$34,007

Includes a one -time lump payment of $soo.oo

No State or City Income Tax

$1t000 Signing Bonus for:
* English/Reading (Secondary)
*Gifted
*Industrial Arts Technology
Math (Secondary)

*

* Media Specialist
* Science (Secondary)
* Special Education
*Speech Language·Impaired

Broward County Public Schools
Fort Lauderdale, Fl.9rida
www. broward. k12. ~I. us/teacher

THE VIRGINIAN-PILOT

A year after a former
instructor dissected his relationship with a College of
William and Mary student in a
national
magazine,
the
school's b.oard has voted to
prohibit affairs between professors and undergraduates.
The college's provost,
Gillian T. Cell, called it "an
important statement of professional ethics. Students are
more hurt by these kind of
relationships than faculty
members are, and I think we
have the responsibility to try to
protect our students."
William P. Barr, the chairman of the board's Academic
Affairs Committee, agreed.
"The new policy clearly
reflects my views as to how
this should be properly handled," said Barr, a former U.S.
attorney general. It reinforces
"the impermissibility of relationships between faculty and
undergraduates, while giving
greater flexibility to graduate
students."
The policy, which was
passed unanimously late last
week,
bans
"consensual
amorous relations" between
professors and undergraduates.
It also applies to graduate students "for whom the faculty
member has direct professional
responsibility."
The college's deans may
"grant exemptions ... in exceptional circumstances/' Faculty
members who violate the rule
could face dismissal.
William and Mary's policy
is among the. farthest-reaching
at Virginia colleges.
Norfolk State and Old
Dominion universities discourage, but do not prohibit, sex
between professors and students they supervise. Virginia
Wesleyan College has no written policy, but it also urges
professors to steer. clear of
such relationships, spokeswoman Betsy Hnath said.
The University of Virginia
prohibits
relationships
between professors and students "over whom they are in a
position of authority,"
William and Mary's previous policy required professors
to tell their bosses if they were
involved with a student they
were teachiri.g or supervising.
College spokesman William T.
Walker Jr. said six violations
have been reported since it was
aj:lopted in 1991.
In the fall of 2000, GQ
magazine published an article
by former writing instructor
Sam Kashner detailing his
affair with a married student
The woman's husband later

committed suicide, he wrote.
His article also suggested
it wasn't unusual for female
students at the college to make
sexual advances· toward male
professors. Administrators and
students vigorously disputed
his portrayal, but the article
provoked a review of the policy.
.The college's ·Faculty
Assembly drafted the new policy. The group's president,
Colleen S. Kennedy, said professors decided it wasn't
enough to prohibit relationships between faculty and students in their departments.
"We're small, and our students don't · declare their concentrations (majors) until their
junior or senior years," said
Kennedy, an associate professor of English. "We encourage
them to take classes broadly.
Freshmen and sophomores
don't always know where
they're going to concentrate."
William and Mary has
about 5,500 undergraduates
and 2,000 graduate students.
Kennedy said she didn't
thi_nk the policy would discourage professors from working closely with students: "We
clearly delineate what relationships are prohibited to make
professors more comfortable
with other kinds of relationships that are important to the
college."
Kent Willis, executive
director of the ACLU of
Virginia, said the issue teetered
between protecting adults'
rights to "private association"
and sparing students from
abuse in "power relationships."
Willis said he wasn't sure
a ban on relationships between
all students and professors at a
school could withstand a legal
challenge.
The policy, he said, "goes
too far. The bottom line is that
these are adults and the college
is preventing them from
engaging in consensual relationships. To ban all such relationships, th~y cast the net too
broadly."
But Joan Murphy, a
lawyer in the state Attorney
General's Office, told board
members last week that the
policy is "clearly legally
defensible."
At the University Center,
undergraduates said studentprofessor relationships are virtually unheard of. 'Still, many
welcomed the change to avoid
the possibility of getting pressured by professors.
"You don't want what a
professor feels about you : .. to
get in the way of your grades,"
sophomore Helen Mallard
said.
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Money wasted on Etiquette
Dinner and sports ·complex
I

Focus on necessary
expenses, like computer
labs and lower tuition
DARCY ELENA RODRIGUEZ
STAFF WRITER

Budget cuts are inevitable. The
economy goes up and down and back and
forth like a pendulum. It's economics,
but in light of recent events when people
tend to want to hold on to their money,
lack of spending means less money for
education. For some reason, education is
always the first to get short-changed.
Since complaints would be futile and
the budget will be cut anyways, UCF
should take a good look around campus
before determining just what will be cut
and what will not.
I've heard rumors that incremental
tuition increases may soon resu.lt. Here's
the scoop. The fact that the budget is cut
and UCF doesn't quite have as much
money as it used to doesn't mean students are getting any richer. We still have

to pay for classes and other expenses like
food. Raising the tuition is only going to
upset the student body. We still can't
afford it.
Can it be true that computer lab
hours are being cut as well? Students still
need to get research done and still have
papers to write. Cutting hours for the
computer lab means that students will
have less chances to get help if they need
it. That also means that some of the people working there will be out of a job.
That doesn't make a whole lot of sense.
There are just some things UCF students
can't do without. We can't do without
food, money or help with classes.
There are, however, some things we
can do without.
How about that Etiquette Dinner?
Students should know decent etiquette by
the time they go to college. I may not be
able to set my table like the pros, but who
has that kind of company anyway? I
know not to chew with my mouth open
and not to place my elbows on the table.
Granted an etiquette dinner is a nice
wholesome idea, but when funding is
needed elsewhere, it doesn't need to take
place.

(-)
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·lJCfshould take a
good look around
campus before
determining just
what will be cut
and what will not.
How about some of the building
going on around campus? Do we really
need a new sports complex right now? It
will certainly make UCF more attractive,
but if students are paying higher tuition
and having to struggle for Ramen noodles, we don't need it.
The economy is having some issues
right now, which we can all agree on, and
it is only a matter of time before it gets
back on its feet. In the meantime, cut out
the extravagance and leave in the necessary.

Q)

CHRISTIE HARDEN
STAFF WRITER

Imagine having eyes
and cameras focused on you
all the time. When you go
for a jog and realize you're
out of clean shorts, you borrow your best friend's hot
pink ones; the camera lenses are focused. When you're
pumping gas and actually
begin scolding the pump,

the cameras catch it all.
When you get in the car
with your best friend of
the opposite sex, the media
is there asking if you've
set a wedding date.
The press of today's
society has developed into
a massive entity that
sometimes walks the invasion of privacy tightrope.
They focus on celebrities
and figures who will surely sell a story or picture at
the expense of the individual.
The freedom of the
press pushes the line constantly, but a camera can
technically go almost anywhere a person can go.
Open the cover of an entertainment magazine, and you
will almost al ways see some
embarrassing snapshots of
celebflties di vi.Ilg off of
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yachts showing their farmers tans, for example. The
media should focus more on
what people do. The new
movie, the latest album, the
charity foundation and that
original novel are more
important than Gwyneth
Paltrow walking her dog in
front of Starbucks.
I recently picked up the
Oct. 8 issue of People magazine, which featured a corner picture of .Prince
William as he "Goes to
College!" William Windsor
is now attending University
of St. Andrews in Scotland,
and he's just trying to be a
normal college kid. The
media makes "normal" difficult with news sources
who report about his
favorite sports, his grades
and even the initials on his
track shorts. You can .buy
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STAFF WRITER

President Bush hopes to put foreigners
coming into the United States under a
microscope after news broke that one of the
Sept. 11 hijackers entered the country on a
student visa. International students perform
most of the experiments in labs and help
secure research grants at universities around
the country, including UCF. The graduate
programs in sciences and technology could
face a crippling period if foreign students
run into roadblocks obtaining visas. The
students would be subject to background
checks and placed in a trackiag system.
This has the beginnings of segregation.
Foreign students should not be subjected to
such meticulous measures. What about the
rest of natural born Amencan citizens in the
country? Should the government check
them too?
Segregation runs deep into American
history. African Americans have had their
long and ongoing struggle well documented.
During World War II, without proof of
sabotage or invasion, Franklin D. Roosevelt
ordered the removal of 110,000 persons of
Japanese ancestry from the west coast to 10
concentration camps in the United States.
Two-thirds of those people were U.S. citizens. Adolf Hitler placed the Jews in concentration camps and in 1943 killed 43,000
in one day, in what was called Aktion
Emtefest (Harvest Festival).
These solutions of segregation did
nothing more than place pressur~ on innocent masses and create a larger problem of
injustice. Humans are _l}tactically designed
to fear the unknown. Right now, people of
Middle Eastern descent are the unknown.
Most of the news, Americans watch and
read about the Middle East, is bad. It always
pertains to wars and religious strife. This
does not mean that all Middle Easterners
(or foreigners) are evil.
In terms of segregation, the examples
given weigh heavier than President Bush's
proposals. The United States must tread
carefully when applying visa limitations so
as not to segregate. Despite the need for
improvement in most areas of security
around the country, the United States cannot limit opportunity even if it is for all foreigners.
Everyone entering this country can't
be checked for evil at the door. The line to
get in moves too fast and is too long. The
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks have taught the
United States that it has plenty of good in
the country to combat the bad, and as a
whole, it can handle anything.
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·Publisher

books like: Prince William,
Prince Charming and The
Ultimate Prince William
Quiz Book. Perhaps the
press should just let William
decide his major, have some
fun, fall in love and goof off
like the rest of us.
Recently, in an interview about her new CD,
Jewel said that some people
want fame and music is a
means of getting there.
Others like her, she said,
want music and the fame
just goes along with it.
Maybe you want to be
famous. That's great, but
being famous is also living
in a spotlight. Dip your toe
in the water before jumping
in it because there is most
likely an underwater team
of "exclusive" cameras
waiting to catch your every
splash.
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Attacks should continue through Ramadan
JOEY MYERS
STAFF WRITER

A question of topic lately has been·:
Should the United States stop the bombing
in Afghanistan for the religious period of
Ramadan, the fasting month? Should we
hold fast, take a break and let the Taliban
rest during this time? After all, Ramadan is
about remolding, reshaping, reforming and
renewing the physical and spiritual disposition and behavior of those who practice the
faith of Islam.
Why do I appear so heartless? Why do
I not desire us to do the descent thing? Well,
for two reasons actually. Recall, from history class or your own personal memories, the

Tet Offensive.
Briefly, for those of you who have yet to ·
take American History two, or never bothered to read a history book, the Tet Offensive
was the turning point in the Vietnam War,
when it was realized that America could
never win. The United States decided to
stand down temporarily during Tet, an Asian
holiday recognizing the lunar New Year. As
we stood down, the Vietcong took major
action even attacking an American Embassy.
This was pretty much the end of our fight, as
it was then only a matter of time. If I recall
correctly, though I do not have a book in
front of me, Dr. King and a Kennedy were
killed at this time too.
Now, I point this out. If we laxed during

such a moment, would the Taliban not . ing in which so many Americans work, not
advance, and take advantage of the break we to mention a major tourist attraction. So
gave them? This being a group connected to many innocent people died as a result. Now,
the bombings and murder of thousands of I am no fool. I know what an attack like that
means. However, when an action like that is
innocent people just a short time ago?
This leads me to my second reason for taken, they should be prepared to receive the
such a conviction. The Taliban is connected full treatment that they deserve, which
to, of course, Osama Bin Laden, one of the would be all out war.
most evil, heinous, horrible men to ever
It is bad enough that people are speakwalk on this Earth. Not to mention being a ing out against this action here on our soil.
coward. They would do whatever possible to Now, I'm not suggesting that we use nuclear
harm us in this war, be it hurting their own weapons. Should we give them a break? No
way! War is war.
kind or attacking us during a holiday.
. If we falter now, we may be giving up
As far as I am concerned, and I'm sure
I am not alone on this, all bets are off. It was on ever getting Bin Laden, or ever getting
one thing to attack an embassy (two acu;ial- our retribution. Worst of all, we may never
ly), but it is another to attack an office build- be able to feel totally safe ever again.

We've seen the last ofSurvivor
MATT COBBS
STAFF WRITER

If time has proven anything,
it .is that Americans are and will
remain restless people. We live
iu a country of phases and fads,
where things come and go.
Television is no different in this
regard. People wonder why
"Survivor" and the other reality
shows are struggling; it is simply because we are bored with
them.
Mark Burnett has to be

given proper credit. He created a
wonder with "Survivor," a reality show where people compete
against one another for $1 million. It was promoted well and
watched. Americans thrived at
the chance to see people voting
each other off the show and
competing in teams.
"Survivor" interested people for a couple reasons. Some
people are just naturally competitive and like to see competitive
shows. When football season is
over, "Survivor" and the other

reality shows proved to be a
good fix for the pigskin junkies.
Some people watched simply
out of curiosity, because their
friends said it was good. Also,
there seemed a sub-conscience
reasoning to watching the show.
The shows came with regular
people. This idea would be very
exhilarating to many of us. We
wanted to see people endure
pain and hardships or just to see
the winner take the big one.
Right before the reality
show craze. there was the new

Central Florida's hottest new liv& quiz contest:

game show fad. This one started
with "Who Wants to be a
Millionaire" on ABC and continued with the other networks trying their luck with shows. As
things stand now, "Millionaire"
remains and so does NBC's
"Weakest Link," but the craze
ended a long time ago. It was yet
another example of phases on
TV, and we watch, until something else comes along and
changes the channel.
In recent weeks, "Friends"
and several syndicated network
shows have beaten "Survivor" in
the ratings. The show is not dead
yet, but it is well on the way. The
advertisers purchased their spots

for "Survivor: Africa" some time
ago and the show must go on. I
wish there was a more creative
or insightful reasoning for the
reality shows fading aw,ay, but
simply, it boils down to boredom. The shows that survive for
long periods of time are fictional through and through. We like
to watch glamorous characters
doing glorious things and dating
beautiful people. "Survivor" has
had its share of "attractive" individuals but again, they're· real,
so they do _not count.
Television producers need
to use their imagination and
leave the camping tent in the
garage.
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lliirwiB be ulive, one doy, non-t~eYised event. All guor<mteed rosh OWOfds«e smred and gvomnteed prior to aduofregisJration.

We unconditionally guarantee
that if you do not achieve
your desired score on your
first try we will work with
you until you do!

• B'IJCaihOu~ ~hJl.f Pllllll: (ny,{oonfy!lld
t~'Ol!hlll~leS!oleolfbidolows.
•BigCOshQIJil~Q1'9illeiedond~nome
vii!hthe~ilbido.

•l.5tedinlhel911QyofllieOrli!lidoCnrtVe!llion
&V'lli1M8uieau.

1·800·881-LIAT
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Student warns: cell phone
contracts on campus too
good to be true
I am writing this because I think it
is important to tell the lesson I just
learned. In September, I made the mistake to accept an offer to upgrade my
cellular phone with Cingular. Yes you
know, that Cingular table that is in front
of the bookstore.
The guy, Eric, made me a good
offer: for not too much a month I will
have nights after 8 p.m. and weekends
unlimited in the U.S. Waoo! It sounded
good so I signed.
It was my surprise when I received
a bill for almost $800. Can you imagine

Harry Potter's just
one in a crowd

i

..
I

In regards to "Harry showing kids
the Dark Side," by Krista Zilizi, published Nov. 21.
"Banning books ... based on violent
material such as blood, murder, and
death ... would call for a mass banning of
children 's books, since the majority of
children 's literature contains similar
ideas and material"
Actually, the majority of children's

that? Well, Eric forgot to give me the
unlimited weekend minutes and the
offer from 8 p.m. does not
exist
anymore!
Now the offer is
from 9 p.m.
I
called
customer
service
and they
gave
me
credit for the
weekends, but
told me that I had
to .contact Eric to
get credit for the
other calls. I called
him about five times and

books are not entirely based on witchcraft, which is the major reason Harry
Potter should be banned. Deny it or not,
there really are witches (though they
don't fly on brooms). The .occult is rea1 ,
and if you want some proof, look at all
the TV ads for psychic readings and the
like.
"We can refuse to acknowledge the
fact that the Harry Potter books are the
number-one selling books in the nation
for a reason." Actually, I would have to.
say that the number-one selling book of

TC +CAKE
-- DESSERT
@$0

that I will do this to myself, and it is
obvious that he was confused when he
mad~ me the offer since he also made
the mistake with the weekend minutes.
So please be careful and don't trust
what they tell you. We are students and
don't have money to waste! So, thank
you Eric. You have a nice life. I'll see
you around.

all time would have to be the Bible, and
guess what? That has been banned also.
Why shouldn't Harry Potter also be
banned? When you consider how many
other books have already been banned
for lesser reasons, the issue becgmes
almost moot:
• 1984 - George Orwell
• Animal Farm - George Orwell
• The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn - Mark Twain
• The Adventures of Tom Sawyer Mark Twain

• Catch-22 - Joseph Heller
•Fahrenheit 451 - Ray Bradbury
•Ulysses - James Joyce
• The Catcher in the Rye - J. D.
Salinger
• Brave New World - Aldous Huxley
And many other religious books,
just to name a few. Based on that, why is
there so much controversy over banning
Harry Potter? It is just one in a crowd.

-DAVID MARTIN

FORGET THE
FATBURGER
Crispers has been a central
Florida sensation for over
ten years, now in Orlando
with new locations opening all the
time. Know why folks like us so
much? Because we're the healthy,
delicious, quick alternative to
fast food. All our gourmet salads,
tempting soups, and stacked
sandwiches (on all kinds of special
breads) are made fresh every
single day.

<>o

Do the math. Your meal at Crispers
adds up to a free dessert.
. Just show us your valid student ID card, and we'll give you a FREE DESSERT with
the purchase of a gourmet salad or hearty stacked sandwich Take your FREE
choice from the dessert menu at your 'table ... mile high cakes ... creamy
cheesecakes ... and our newly-famous Caramel Apple Granny.

If you have a current UCF student card
on you, dessert is on us!

And our desserts are absolutely
outrageous ... creamy cheesecakes,
rich layer cakes, cookies, and
brownies. Be sure to try a sundae
or milkshake made with our own
, · Crispers Extremely Premium
ice cream.

Free dessert with main dish purchase and UCF student card offer good Nov. 28-Dec. 4.
Limit one per customer per visit, please.

UNIVERSITY PARK I
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK

ph (407) 673-4100
WWW.CRISPERS.COM

MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

{.

-SOPHIE IRIZARRY

•

GRA D OPENING!

l

There really is life after pizza.
Give us a try.
REGAL 20
THEATRES

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL ~~\t'G
ORLANDO
of oll\

ph (407) 482-4727

\~~7

sO

MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI.SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

WE'RE RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER!
Crispers is now open at University and 436, which means delicious, healthy food is right around the corner...
and it's fast! Plus, we're. opening more new locations all the time. Eat in ... take out...whatever.
Just visit us today, and you can tell your Mom you're eating right!
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WEEKNIGHTS 11PM/10C USA~
. - . STARTS DEC. 3RD .. usanetwork.com .
©2001 USA Cable. All rights reserved .
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As low as $4 an issue! 407-365-7656 (classi.fieds@UCFfuture.com)

IJ HELP WANTED
$$ Get Paid For Your Opinions! $$
Earn $15 • $125 and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com
Housekeeper/helper wanted in exchange for
room and board. Flexible schedule.
Preferably female. Call (407) 971-3099
from 9 am to 4 pm. (407) 349-2406 after
5pm.
. Calico Jack's Restaurant is now hiring bartenders, shuckers & servers. Located on the
comer of Colonial Drive and Alafaya in the
Albertsons shopping plaza. Apply in person.

$$WANT SOME $$
AMAZING GROWTH POTENTIAL IN A
MULTI-M1LLION DOLLAR COMPANY!
CALL TODAY! CAROLYN HOPPER

407-896-4095
Be a senior forever
Earn extra $$$ for the holidays.
Why did no one think about it before?
Call TODAY for limited time free offer.
Call 1-877-644-7591 fir free info.
Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$9.50/hr & Flexible Schedules. All you need
is an enthusiastic voice, TeleSolutions can
teach you the rest! For phone interview
please call 407-581-3777.
OFFICE WORK
Part-time for evening and weekend hours.
Responsible & dependable person needed.
Good phone voice & energetic personality a
must. Sales and computer skills a plus. Please
call Kim@ 407-273-7111.
Part-time Stable Assistant needed - in
exchange for Riding call 407-365-9866.
Female model needed for reference poses
for 3-D figure creation. $75.00 for approx.
one hour of time. Call for details: John
407-673-7840.
Japanese restaurant is now hiring an
experienced waitress or waiter. Located in
the Winter Park Village next to Regal
Cinemas. Call 407-644-5050 for more info.
DRUMMER WANTED
To back female singer/songwriter/guitarist for
pop/rock/alternative original music. Already
have CD's & gigs. Call 407-474-1621.
-Valet Parking - Positions starting at $9-$12/hr
are available for friendly, outgoing, motivated
people. Full/Part-time, AM/PM positions
available at upscale hotels in the Downtown
Orlando and Disney World areas. Please call
(407) 841-7275 Mon-Fri, 9 am - 5 pm or
leave a voice mail message.

Need tuition money? Local entrepreneur
looking for sharp & ambitious people. No
exp. necessary. Earn additional 1 to
3k/month working part-time. For details
call Jason at 407-854-5843.
DEDICATED MUSICIANS NEEDED
Drummer & Rhythm Guitar player for band
·influenced by 7 Mary 3 & DMB. Able to
practice 2x/wk and willing to tour. Call
Darren at 321-438-8511.
Fraternities * Sororities * Clubs *
Student Groups
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit
card applications. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at 888-923-3238 or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com

$$ EARN CASH$$$
Capitol Market Research needs UCF
student opinions for major marketing
firms. Compensated $15-$140 CASH for
completing online surveys! Please visit
www.opinions4rnoney.com

m!J FOR SALE

(407)240-943'7

S&F VIDEO, BUY. SELL.TRADE.
NES, SNES, SEGA & Playstation.
We pay cash! 2211-D E. Colonial
(Behind Wendys) 407-894-1044
BRING IN AD FOR 10% DISCOUNT
Bed - 1 Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. Brand new. Must sell
$100. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.
bucsgifts.com
save-save-save
clothing, travel, accessories, sporting goods,
desk items and much more!
Go to bucsgifts.com or e-mail
bucsgifts@aol.com
FREE CELL PHONES
Worldcom Wireless
Free phones to qualified.customers
Call 407-230-0152.

Flower Girls Wanted!
Part time work @ Full time pay
Work in Orlando's hottest night clubs.
Call for an interview today. 407-482-5253

I,OOO's of laptops starting at $499.
All of our computers are backed by 90
day warrantee and tech support. 14-day
money back guarantee. Call 1-800-805-0062
or visit www.collegelaptops.net

Have fun at work! Make money!
Looking for energetic, motivated individuals
to help w/expansion in Orlando area. Call
today! Call Lauren 321-277-2070.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Distribution Drivers Needed. Tues. night
and I or Wed. morning availability once a
week. Paid positions. Mast have truck.
Call 407-365-7656 x 102 or e-mail
publisher@ucffuture.com for more info.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN.
:Need one serious student to run your own
business on your ow.n schedule. Significant
earnings. 407-671-1267.
Newday wants you to Rock us into Heaven.
Looking for those with the following talent:
guitar, bass, drums and b-vocals. No religion
necessary. Call Ricky @ 407-277-3344.
Visit: www.newdayonline.com

m!J AUTOMOTIVE

&

1996 Suzuki Sidekick
70k, auto, A/C, Runs great $4,995
407-366-8611or407-592-7992

ORIANdO, FloRidA

1993 Geo Prism
AC, Auto, AM/FM cass, 1 owner. $2,800 Call
407-657-9809.

407.210.2002 fXf J102

c.t\\110URpix@O~tbOx.c OM

1992 Honda Civic DX
4 dr, 5 sp, A/C, FM/AM/CD $3,995
407-366-8611 407-592-7992
1993 Ford Mustang LX
Hatchback, sunroof, AC, Auto, AM/FM cass,
1 owner, p. w., p.d., cruise. $2,800 call
407-657-9809.

HOME FOR RENT
Lg 3 BD & studio/ 2 bath/2 car garage
near UCF, VCC & Waterford Lakes Plaza.
New carpet & paint; many extras.
Easy access to 408 & 417. $1,250/month
407-929-1571or407-359-6509.

1981 Kawasaki KZ 550 LTD
4 cyl, 6-speed, black & chrome, under
17,000 mi, garage kept, mint condition,
Needs nothing, NEW everything $2,000.
321-229-9047 or 407-532-3999 x 3806

Room for rent - Casselberry on 436. Nice
condo next to beautiful lake. $375 per month
includes utilities. Call 407-672-0109 after
4:00 p.m. Non-smoker please.
One bed/bath available in 3/3. 3rd floor,
lake view, furnished, huge closets.
$500/mth. Includes utilities, cable and ethernet. Available Dec. Call 407-313-0761.

5000 Minutes....$49.99*
7500 Minutes.... $74.99"

Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $85. Can deliver.
407-422-8848.

Make $3,000 + By Christmas.

..

Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with 5
year warranty. Brand new- Twin $75, Full
$95, Queen $115, King $165. Can deliver
407-354-0069.

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica Financial
Services-, a subsidiary of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5 students. High compensation
potential! Set your own brs. Call Kevin @
1-866-208-3263.

6 fun sales positions open at Altamonte
Mall and Fashion Square. Average
$7-22/hr. Call 407-897-1146.

RECORDING ARTIST
First Knight of Entertainment JetSpeed
Records debut CD-Album
Release Date: 12-15-01.
Pre-Order Now! 1-310-777-4200.
www.Jetspeedrecords.com/music.htm
E-mail sales@jetspeedrecords.com

Dorm CVI. All utilities, local phone, cable.
Immediate move in. Will pay 1st month +
reservation fee. Maria 407-227-4476/
407-677-8499

212 CONDO FOR RENT
Ceramic tiled floor, full washer/dryer, excellent appliances, close to UCF, on
pond/pool/jacuzzi, alarm, screened porch,
avail in Dec. $795/month lst/last/dep
407-256-5805.

Spacious 1 bed/bath apt. Lease ends March
2002 at Waterside Apts. $545/mth. Great
amenities and perks! Close to UCF. Call
Stacey at 407-679-1896.

13Sol@JJWIHD

ROOM FOR RENT
UCF Area, Dean & Colonial, Quiet, separate
room and bath. $450/month; incl. utilities,
phone & water. Call Christy at 407-719-8416.

1 bedroom for rent in fully furnished 4/2, just
walking distance from UCF. Lowest rent
around $395 per month, includes utilities and
ethemet. Female only. Please call Amy at
407-971-4984.

ROOMMATE REFERRALS
Florida's Oldest/Larg(l(;t Rmt. Service
All Areas, All Prices, All Screened
Call Susie 407-581-2267
roommatesfl@aol.com
"Let us find your ideal roommate"
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
2/2, Furnished, walk-in closet, Roman tub,
1100 sq. ft., quiet area, close to UCF. $425.
Call Kellee at 407-677-9556.
ROOMMATE WANTED
Female preferred to share 2 BD/1 BA house,
central heat and air, cable in the room, 2 acre
lot, quiet neighborhood, $300 covers all Call
407-568-1015.

COMPLETE 750 MHz COMPUTER
DVD Player, 56k Modem, USB, Speakers,
15" Monitor, NIC, WinMe + Cable Modem
Ready! Rich 407-927-3189 $399.
WE BUY USED CELL PHONES
Nokias, Motorollas, AT&T and Cingular.
Call us at 407-352-0880.

mi]

SERVICES

HOME MANICURES
Much cheaper than Professional Salons
Will come to your home
$15 FULL SERVICE Manicure & Pedicure
Call Isabella at 407-380-9184.
Let us help you plan yoor next outing Horseback Riding, River Rides, Hay Rides,
Bonfire Rides, Trail Rides - call
407-365-9866 for more information.
Typing service available at $4.99 per page
Online Research available at $9.99 per search
500 Business cards for $24.99
500 Business Cards & 500 Letterheads for
$129.99.
Call Yvette at Alexander Advertising
(497) 351-5935.
GRADUATING?
t::ongratulations! Don't enter the job market w/o a customized resume to get your
foot in the door. Choose from basic to
advanced from $25. Contact Sheree at
407-332-5301.
Resumes - Professionally Prepared;
Quick Turnaround; Affordable.
(407) 415-7081 for appt.
HEALTH and WELLNESS PRODUCTS for:
Weight Loss, PMS, Energy, Stress, Sleep,
Nutrition and Mental Focus
Business Opportunities also available. Call
Jen or Joe: 407-320-8033 .

GUITAR LESSONS CHEAP $15/hr or
$10/.5hr; VERY flexible hours. Bgnnrs to
Advncd. (407) 313-2701
Koech1in_99@yahoo.com. I'll Make You
band material in 6 months.
Professionally prepared term papers, thesis,
resumes, done on computer with Laser printer.
Grammar and spelling included in reasonable
rate. Less than 15 minutes from UCF. Call for
appointment, 407-359-03'14.

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES &
RECORDING GEAR WANTED -- CASH.
Call 407-363-5363.

Futon, black iron frame with 8' pad Never
used $195 (407) 354-0069.

Call Tyler 407-657-9265.

FILM SCORING SERVICES OFFERED
A respected commercial music producer in
Tampa Bay area is offering prof. film scoring services to any film students. Call
Jeremy D. Silverman at 813-928-4590.

COMPUTERS-AMD 1.3 ghz, 40 gig HD Cd
RW, 256ram, 64meg video, printer, $499. 750
mgz w/lOgug HD, 64ram, CD rom, complete,
$299. Also avail, 17'' monitor, $139. Call
407-927-1125.

COMPUTER-Intel Pentium 4, 1.5 ghz, 40gig
HD, 7200rpm, 64m video, l28meg Rdram,
Soundblaster live, complete $~99. Also avail,
256 mg SDRAM, $25, 40gig HD's, $85. Call
407-927-1125.

Roommate wanted to share 3 bedroom house
located 10 minutes from UCF campus.
$400.00 month includes utilities and cable.

3 Bedroom I 2 Bath Homes
From Under $500 per Month

Up To $12,000 OFF
Hurry - Limited Time Offer!
DEERWOOD

A Manutactured Home communnv

2 Sparkling Pools
Clubhouse
RecreauonatAreas

1575 Pel Street • Orlando, FL 32828
2 miles east of Alafaya on East Colonial (Hwy. 50)
( 407) 281 -6029

Sunrise Florida Transportation
Flat rate for 14 passenger vans or $30 to
airport for UCF students, faculty and staff.
Luxury towncars and limos available. Call
407-709-8769.
IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU CRAZY?
Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
your major? Need a tutor? Call Virginia at
407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo - 15 years
Experience - Reasonable Rates - Flexible
Hours - Computer Access.
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com
Drowning in debt? We'll help you stop
collection calls, avoid bankruptcy, lower debt
interest rates and consolidate debt into one
payment. For free counseling call
Consumer Debt Counselors at
407-599-0057 ext. 203

.
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Classifications
100 HELP WANm>
200 FoR SALE
2.50 Alfl'OMOTIJ!E
300 FOR llENT
3.50 ROOMMATES

•

400 SERJ'JCES
.500 ON CAMPvs
.5.50 EfEN'rs
600 MISC
6.50 1im~L

Address
120 Alexandria Blvd, Suite 17
Oviedo, FL 32765

1. Start your ad with tbe merchandise you are i;elling. Starting with the
merchandise makes it easier for the reader to locate your item for
sale.

2. Always include tile price of thil item(s) you are selling. 52 pen:ent of
cla$sified readers do not 1'lSpond to ads that do;11ot include a price.

Alalava Chiroaiactic Center
• Auto & Sports Injuries
•Effective & Gentle Chiropractic Manipulation
•Massage Therapy Available (MM6063)

David Inderwiesen, D.C.
Graduate of UCF and
Cleveland Chiropractic College
Located in Alafaya Commons Center,
Alafaya Trail and East Colonial Dr.

281-0900
Need to Edit a Video
or transfer something to DVD?
Call 407-275-1028
SKYDIVING SKYDIVING SKYDIVING
Student and group discounts!!
Florida Skydiving Center
1-800-FREEFALL

Im!] ON CAMPUS
UCF-OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
MEETING - Every Monday Night 5: 15 pm.
in the Cedar Key, Room 223 Student Union.
For Compulsive Overeating, Anorexia, and
Bulemia. www.overeatersanonymous.org
or 1-800-522-2692
UCF-CRU
Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly meetings every Thursday uight
7:30 pm in the Pegasus Ball Room
Studel\t Union

How to Place an Ad

Christian Campus Fellowship
Get connected!!
Tuesdays, SUB 221 7:30 p.m.
www.ccfucf.com 407-971-3155
ABC-UCF Associated Builders and
Contractors For Construction Engineers.
Meetings - 2nd & 4th Thursday of the
month. 5 pm ENG. II 181.

m!J

classifieds@UCFfuture.com
Payment Methods
Cash, Check,
Major Credit Card

3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. Make it easy forreaders to
understand.
4. Place youtself in the reader's position. Ask what you would l~ to
know about the merchandise for sale. Include information $1.lch as
brand names, color and other specific descriptions.

for Matt or Joel.

One Issue:
One Month:
One Semester:
Bolding:
Large Headline: (9pt)

$6 per ad
$5 per ad
$4 per ad
75¢ extra
75¢ extra

(Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 30 characters per line.
$1 each additional line).

'·

Now is the season to give..•.
Please donate some spare change to help the millions of
homeless cats and dogs on our streets. Donations will be
accepted until the end of the semester in the Lead Scholars
office (Room 208 in the Student Union). All the monies
collected will go str·aight to the Humane Society of Orlando.
Together we can make a difference.

SELL Y01JR OLD RECORDS, CD'S,
DVD'S, TAPES A: MEMORABILIA
ATilfE2002
ORLANDO
MUSIC COLLECTOR'S
CONVENT.ION
SAT - SUN, FEB 9 • 10
DOWNIDWN EXPO CENTRE

RESERVE DEALER TABLES
BY NOV. 30 A: SAVE 40%
STYLUS SHOWS 301-570-5524:

Reserve Online
www.record-sbows.com

MISC

SUN DEC 2

Egg Donors Needed
Up to $10,000 Compensation
Attractive, Healthy, Responsible
Women ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair *
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Asian/Indian/European

2001 .

JMl'l11~G

Musically/Artistically Gifted
(800) 563-0098 or LovingDonation.com

.

Aoriaa Record Collectors

mtionlnc.

) Memorabilia
) Imports & Rarities
) Hard to Find Items
) Collectible & Out of .
) Print CD's & Vinyl
)1,000's of LP's & 45's

Herpes - EverCLR
Stops Herpes Outbreaks!
96% Success Rate
Free Call: 1-877-EVERCLR
www.stopmyoutbrea)cs.co.uk

EVENTS

"PLUG-IN" Information gathering for
high-impact weekly program. Musicians,
actors, audio visual technicians invited for
meeting at the 400 bldg. on Northland's
campus at 7 pm Friday, Nov. 30. For more
info. & directions call 407-327-6468. Ask

407-365-7656

Noon on Friday prior to publication

Real World XIl & Road Rules XI Auditions
Saturday Dec. 1 from 10 am to 5 pm at Tabu
nightclub downtown. Ages 18-24 welcome.
Bring a recent photo and your personality!

I!]

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union
(GLBSU)
Meets Tuesdays, 8:00 pm in Student Union
Join us!
http:/lpegasus.cc.utf.edu/-ucfglbsu/

Deadline

By Phone: (407) 365-7656
By Fax: (407) 977-0019
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com ·
By Mail: send copy along with check
In Person: (434 & Mitchell Hammock)

) Record & CD Supplies
) Unlimited Free Parking

Phone 352-331-5928 or 904-454-0530

# 1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida. Book Early & get free
meal plan. Earn cash & Go Free! Now
hiring Campus Reps 1-800-234-7007
eodlesssummertours.com

$1 off admission with this coupon

Flexibility

..

Enroll today. Work at your own pace.
ENC 1102

It took you 18 years to get into college.

Writing About Literature

CRW 1101 Beginning Fiction Writing

It'll take about 18 minutes to pay for it.

EDF 3604

Social Foundations of Education

PUR 3000

Intro. to Public Relations

LAT 1120

Intro. to Latin I

log on to our Web site and find out how easy getting financial support 'tan,.-

ECO 2023

Principles of Microeconomics

be. Because joining the Air Force ROTC can provide you with up to 100 percent

MAC 1105

Basic College Algebra

SYG 2000

Principles of Sociology

Your next study break could pay for your education. That Is, if you use it to

plus up to $400 of additional spending

of your tuition, fees and book costs -

money every month. And money is only the beginning. You'll gain skills you'll
use your entire career .To find out how, visit

like leadership, team-building and physical fitness.
AFROTC.COM

All college credit courses are accepted by all state universities in Florida.
Students registered in a state university in Florida must have an advisor's
approval to.register. See our website for specific details.

or call 1-800-522-0033, ext. 2091.

-
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next year's Group of Eight summit,
possibly because the area's grizzly
bear population would discourage
the usual protestors, Alberta activist
Alan Keane said the protestors
would be out in force, anyway,
because grizzly bears "are our
friends."

Lead Stories
-- The FBI has recently inquired
of several psychics who had
worked in the past with U.S.
intelligence as "remote viewers," hoping that they would be
able to foresee terrorist attacks,
according to a November report
in The Times of London. The
federal government had a longrunning remote-viewing program, run by California's
Stanford Research Institute,
until it was shut down in 1995.
-- Among the diversionary shipboard classes serving U.S.
Marine combat-expeditionary
units on the USS Peleliu warship in the Arabian Sea are an
anger-management class taught
by a chaplain and an English
class taught by intelligence officer Chris Picado, delving into
poetry from World War I. In an
October Reuters interview, one
admiring student in Capt.
Picado's class (who might be
minutes away from combat),
explained: "Just by what (the
poet wrote), you can actually
feel (the war), or you can get a
mental picture of (death)."
-- Sexual assaults by adults
against children in South Africa
have almost doubled in two
years, prompted probably, say
officials, by a growing belief in
the countryside that having sex
with a virgin will cure an IITVpositive man. According to a
health official in Durban: "We
have no idea where this idea has
come from, but it has been
around for a few years and has
certainly taken hold," especially
in view of the country's sharp
increase in AIDS cases. The
country was stunned in early
November when six men,
attempting to "protect" themselves, were charged with the
rape of a baby.

The classic middle name
percent in the other, and
sees spots in the middle
of road signs, according
to a report in the Fargo
Forum, but she bet the
nurse that clerks would
renew her license, anyway, and they did.
("We're only human," said a state
transportation
official.)
(In
October, a 34-year-old legally
blind man, who did not have a
license, died when he accidentally
smashed his car into the back of a
tractor-trailer in Lenoir, N.C.)
-- Port of Oakland (Calif.) commissioners ordered a full inquiry in
October on why 1,000 secure-area
access badges to Oakland
International Airport were missing.
However, the FAA had come down
hard on the airport only because
1,000 badges was too many, in that
regulations permit that airport to
have only 500 unaccounted-for
access badges.
-- During the summer, cell-phone
users who dialed 911 in Northern
California and who were placed on
hold for the next available operator
did not receive the traditional,
calming lecorded messages of
reassurance. Rather, the often-panicked callers had to listen to tapes
of either energy-saving tips or jobrecrmtmg
notices for
the
California Highway Patrol. After
the San Francisco Chronicle publicized the messages in an August
story, the traditional calming messages were returned to the line.

People different
from us

presented by

ACROSS FROM UCF!

Inexplicable
-- For reasons not yet explained
in the British press, when David
Devlin of Glasgow, Scotland,
retrieved prints from his four
rolls of Greek-vacation photographs from a film processing
shop in August, he found that his
package contained not his photos
but rather year-old snapshots
taken by Cherie Blair (wife of the
British· prime minister) of husband Tony and their children on
holiday in Italy. ·Devlin returned
the photos to the shop, and
Blair's office said only that the
prime minister was grateful to
have them .back.
-- Mark Wayne Toon, 24, was
arrested in September and
charged with breaking into the
Van Alma Tire Center in Fort
Smith, Ark., and stealing some
things. Police investigators
learned that Toon had not only
accidentally dropped his wallet at
the scene but, in the course of
urinating against a front window,
had had occasion to rest his buttocks against the pane, leaving
two sets of what police described
as buttocks-shaped prints.

A September San
Francisco Chronicle profile
highlighted the several victories of free-lance postalcustomer advocate Doug
Carlson in getting sluggish
or recalcitrant postal supervisors to
do their jobs better, but also
described Carlson's lifelong fascination with the post office: "As a
kid, he followed the postman
around. He got his first post office
box when he was 15. (H)e toured
mail-processing facilities." "It's fun
to watch," he said. A law-school
graduate and now a university
administrator, Carlson reads the
postal manual as a "hobby," he said,
to be able to cite instances in which
the USP~ doesn't follow its own
procedure.

People just beggin' for it
-- According to police in Brockton,
Mass., among suspected DUI driver
Edward T. Petit's first words to officers after fatally hitting a 24-yearold woman in June were that he was
just bragging to his buddy a few
minutes earlier that h_e could "drink
him under the table any day." And
in September, inmate Timothy
Mize, 43, was beaten up by cellmates in jail in Enid, Okla., after he
started bragging about his crime of
molesting a 15-year-old girl. And
on being informed that Canada had
chosen a secluded rural retreat for

-- Arrested for murder in Shelby,
N.C., in August: John Wayne
Moses; and in Hastings, Minn., in
October: Steven Wayne McBride;
and in Ehrenberg, Ariz., in October:
George Wayne McBroom; and in
Bangor, Maine,· in October: Carl
Wayne Heath; and in Irving, Texas,
in October: Darrell Wayne Wright;
and in Toledo, Ohio, in -October:
Mark Wayne Jones. Sentenced to
life in prison for murder in Dallas,
in September: Michael Wayne
Henry; and in Wellington, New
Zealand, in October: Richard
Wayne Gorrie. Executed for murder
in Raleigh, N.C., in August: Ronald
Wayne Frye.

Also, in the last month ...
-- The Human Blockhead (Melvin
Burkhart, 94), a carnival star who
hammered spikes into his face
through a cavity behind his nostril,
passed away (Riverview, Fla.).
British researchers found that a
sheep can distinguish and recognize
as many as 50 other sheeps' faces
for up to two years, even in silhouette. A San Francisco motorcycle
cop ordered a Fire Department Toys
for Tots van, actively collecting for
the holidays, towed for having
expired license plates. A 49-yearold computer programmer was sentenced to two years in prison for
hacking into a town's waste-disposal system to divert millions of gal.,
Ions of raw sewage onto land, out of
frustration that the town wouldn't
hire him (Maroochy Shire,
Australia).

Loose body parts
lying around
-- Jack Wilke filed a lawsuit in
August against the police in
Reedsburg, Wis., because, when
he asked for his wife's "personal effects" back after her suicide,
they gave him only a container
holding some actual internal
organs. And as part of. a
Charleston, W.Va., wrongful-firing lawsuit, it was revealed in
August that the box of remains
of murder victim David Allen
Williams, which the medical
examiner sent to his sister in
1998, were by mistake deer
bones, which the sister unknowingly had cremated. And the
parts (nose, scalp, teeth) that
startled a woman when she
found them in her attic in
September were later revealed
to be her late husband's souvenirs of his 1981 plastic
surgery (Mohegan Lake, N.Y.)

Can't possibly be true
-- Emma Ness of Fargo, N.D.,
passed her driver's licenserenewal eye test in September
despite the fact that she is so
severely vision-imnaired that
her nurse must drive her around.
Ness, 79, said she had 75 percent blockage in one eye, 25

Class starting soon!
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Eigig sounds like Ei bands
Weave, is a truly awesome musician and delivers a distinguishable heaviness to the music.
gig's debut album, Tincan
So there you have it: the typiExperiment, sounds just like cal i:rUsh-mash of already
that: an experiment. The formed rock bands that form
guys must have asked themselves the
nameless,
faceless
one day, "Okay, how many bands wannabes of the genre today.
can we imitate and throw into one 6gig is just too heterogeCD?''
neous to become known as
Because of this, describing anything but just another
6gig is quite a task. Fifty percent band to add to the mix.
of their sound comes from the
However, some audiDeftones, with a sometimes- ences may like this quality. If
whiny voice and easy-rock sound. you are one of these people,
They are about 25 percent Linkin· Tincan Experiment is actualPark; the vocals on some of the ly a very good listen. As frontman
album's tracks and images on the Walt Craven explains, "6gig is a
album jacket strongly remind lis- unique combination of all the
teners of that established, suc- members' Various styles and
cessful act. Twenty percent of the influences." Perhaps this is why
band's sound -is 311, with the their. music is indescribable in a
vocals and guitars having too single category or word.
many effects and the rhythm
Formed just over a .year ago,
being a little odd. Finally, they are the foursome has toured with a
about five percent Godsmack. . few noteworthy bands, including
This is only because the bassist, Godsmack (perhaps this is what
KIM LINDQUIST
STAFF WRITER

6

fl

influenced
their
music),
Disturbed and Orgy. 6gig is also
associated with Ultimatum
Music, the same label that gave us

Dogstar and Moke. The band was
formed in Portland, Maine, an
odd location for a rock group to
get their start. "Portland actually
has a very cool scene with lots of
bands and clubs that support live
music,"
Craven
told
www.6gig.com.
"We were all in different
bands when we first met," Craven
said. "I happened to be in one of

the same rehearsal spaces as our
guitar player Steve. I stopped in
one night and Steve was jamming
with Weave [bass] and Dave
[drums1 Things clicked right
away for all of us. Steve and I
have very different guitar
styles and influences, but
·when we play together, it just
seems to mesh."
What can you expect with
Tincan Experiment? A lot of
style, but not much substance. The lyrics leave much
to be desired. For example,
the song "5" combines
numerous guitar effects and highpitched vocals with nonsense
vocals: "Quick, blink, tum yellow
into red. 5 placed on black square
and I'm late again." The same
thing happens with "Junk Puppet
Paperclip." The title alone
explains a lot. The music sounds a
lot like that of Linkin Park, but
the lyrics once again destroy the
effect: "Junk is what junk does to

another place. The facts in the
hand place the hand-me-down in
a jar." This annoying trend occurs
through the whole album.
Tincan
Experiment,
the
album's title track, is probably the
only musical gem that 6gig has
produced. It has a very sweet guitar melody and fairly decipherable lyrics that are rare qualities
among 6gig's music. "Talk
Show" and "Method" are the only
other songs that come close to this
Tine an
track.
Therefore,
Experiment is an overall insignificant CD.
This album is recommended
for: Fans of the Deftones or the
Melvins, mellow-out music
This album is not i-ecommended for: Fans of Linkin Park or
Godsmack. Although the band
has some of their traits, its not
enough to deliver the hard-core
rock you know and love.
Grade: C-

Ne1111 Lit is an Ata111ic blast
RACHEL BRAVERMAN
STAFF WRITER

T

wo years have passed
since Lit rele~sed their
album A Place m theSun,
the album that put them on the
pop music radar. With chart topping hits like "My Own Worst
Enemy" and "Miserable" the
members of Lit are at it again
with their latest Atomic.
Atomic is Lit at their best.
Surpassing A Place in the Sun,
their new album delivers more
attitude, catchy tunes and emits
an overall "good time" feeling.

Lit has the perfect combination
of fun pop music with a rock
edge.
The new single "Lipstick and
Bruises" gives a glimpse into the
band's life of music stardom.
Lead vocalist A.J. Popoff
describes having his butt kissed
while also being pulled into so
many directions at once, hence
the lip&tick and bruises.
A.J.'s wit can be traced in
many of the songs. "Addicted" is
a bitter song in which he gripes
about when you are into someone who treats you like crap,
with lyrics like, 'Tm so addicted

to you, but you're such a d~ck to
me." Another song where A.J.
laments over a love gone sour is
"Sunny Weather" where he
sings, "I've got a lotta new
drugs, but I don't know how to
use them. So I threw them in the
trash and now my dogs are high
as hell."
Talent runs in the family.
Brother Jeremy Popoff supplied
Lit with its harder rock edge.
This can be detected in many
guitar solos like the one in the
upbeat "Everything"s Cool."
The sequel to "My Own
Worst Enemy" has a distinct

Metallica-esque flair in "Last
Time Again" which is about the
morning after and how it is the
last time ... again.
One song that should not be
overlooked is the. melodic ballad
"Happy in the Meantime."
Stripped to only vocals, guitar
and a small string section, it
gives a very different sound
compared to the rest of the
album. It is a sweet song about
having to leave the one you love
that says: "Have another drink.
Waste some time with me. We're
happy in the meantime." This
song also happens to be written

by the entire band.
Other songs not to be missed
are "Slip" and "Sunny Weather."
Come to think of it, "Drop D"
and "Live for This" are also
must-hears. While you are at it,
the entire album should be
checked out.
Atomic is a great CD. Every
song is extremely catchy and has
the possibility of being stuck in
your head for days. If Lit continues to give its audience more
songs about messing up and having fun then it won't be long
before they blow up and hit the.
big time.
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A little hard·
work pays off
MATT PHIPPS
STAFF WRITER

T

he Get Up Kids have a new CD out, Eudora. This
makes their album total up to four (the past three were:
Four Minute Mile, Red Letter Day/Woodson and
Something to Writ~ Home About). Not bad for a band that has
only been on the scene since 1997.
But, what is even more surprising is that this CD is the second CD/LP from them in eleven months. After gaining popularity touring with bands like Green Day and Weezer, the band
has quickly picked up steam to become a heavy hitter in the
punk industry. Eudora is on Vagrant records, a label that holds
bands like: Reggie and the Full Effect, Alkaline Trio and Face
to Face, and is a
solid album from
the Get tJp Kids.
The album has
some great songs
"Regret,"
like
for
"Beer
Breakfast,"
"Impossible
Outcomes" and a
great cover of a
Cure song "Close
to Me." They also
bring back singles from to prealbums
vious
"Shorty," "Forgive and Forget" and "I'm a Loner Dottie, A
Rebel."
I'll be honest, I am not usually a big fan of the Get Up
Kids, Emo is just not my style, but I think the new album is
well made, has good songs and has an excellent sound. For all
the Get Up Kids fans out there, you'll like this album. If you
have never heard of the band before and your interests include
bands like Braid, The Promise Ring, Compound Red or
Alkaline Trio~ check out this CD, and you wil1 be pleasantly
surprised. The CD hits stores Nov. 27 so go check your local
music shop. This band has put a lot of work into making some
great sounding music and I think it will only get better from
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Turkey Shoot
FOREST CRUMPLER
STAFF WRITER

A

h, the holidays. For
most, this time of the
year is rich with family spirit and joy of hearth and
home. It is a time to enjoy the
familial ties that bind and get
together with those who mean
the most to us.
With this in mind, I will
now tell you a little about an
experience that I would recommend to any masochist who
is in the need to know. Every
year there is a self-abuse ritual
that millions of Americans
attend more regularly then
they do church. It happens
merely hours after the official
ending of Thanksgiving day,
and it happens about as easily
as trying to ci~cumcise a fully
grown, unwilling, Hell's
Angel. I speak, of course, of
the big daddy of all sales days.
As an intrigued, yet ignorant seeker of enlightenment I
decided to take part in this
bonanza of bargain, and
offered my company to the
women in my family already
in the huddle for planning the
shopping session. They were

more than happy to bring
along a packhorse that had no
hope in hell of taking the pack
from these dominant females.
I was so entirely frightened
from the moment I walked
into the mall at 4 a.m. that I
can't remember more than the
sensation of being a threelegged rat trying to cross in
NY traffic. I have seen gang
violence that was more civil
and considerate.· I saw men on
the verge of tears laden with
multiple parcels and ptlrses
who gave me a small knowing
nod as I passed with my own
burden. By the end of the day,
I had managed to get about
two thirds of my holiday shoppjng done at about half the
cost ·of what I would have
spent the very next day, but
what I saved in dollars I spent
with a small piece of my innocence.
If you think you have the
moxy for it, it can be a very
lucrative experience, but it is
definitely not for the weak of
heart. Be afraid .... Be very
afraid!
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[ure a case of nostalgia with these [Ds
KIM LINDQUIST
STAFF WR!TER

)

There is no better feeling than
going through your CD collection
one day and finding an ancient
cassette tape crammed at the back.
You blow the dust off of it, wind
the tape back into its plastic container, stick it in your stereo and
start to listen. All of a sudden, you
start thinking of that person in
gym class you liked in high school
or the good times on the school
bus. It's a good feeling, and even
after the fiftieth time you hear the
songs on the album five years after
you saved your allowance and
bought the tape, they 're still good.
Here is a collection of 10 memorable albums to dig out of your
_collection or even to add to it.

Goodbye To Yesterday" and ''End
Of The Road."

2. TLC, CrazySexyCool
From the group that first
wore condoms as fashion accessories comes their piece de resistance, CrazySexyCool. "Creep"
will take you back to the days of
school dances. Don't forget the
spectacular imagery of
"Waterfalls" or the raciness of
"Red Light Special," the kind of
video you flipped the channel on
if Mom came into the room.

1. Boyz II Men, II

What kid did not jam to
"Thank You" one time or another?
How about dedicating "On
Bended Knee" to yow crush on
the radio? There are so many nostalgic tunes on this album. Pop it
in for a trip back to when boy
bands did not perform like trained
monkeys and R&B held finn on
the Billbolµ"d Charts. Even the
boyz' first album, Cooley High
Harmony, contains many of the
hits that were popular in the midnineties. Check out "Motown
Philly," "It's So Hard To Say

3.The Bac.kstreet Boys,
Backstreet Boys
Hey, hey, hear me out on this
one. Before all the screaming
teeny boppers, before all the
choreographed moves, and before
the debut of this album came
"We've Got it Goin' On." You
couldn't tum on the radio in 1995
without hearing this song and
thinking that these guys were
actually kind of cool. THEN came

the lame dance moves in "I'll
Never Break Your Heart" and the
whininess, oh God, the whininess,
and ... Well, the albums just kind
of sucked after that.

everything nice ... at least, before
their movie. "Say You'll Be
There" is a cute friendship song
and "If U Can't Dance" is a trip
back to the '80s.

4. Blackstreet, Blackstreet
Who didn't like the signatUre
"Mm-mmm" of "No Diggity"?
How about the beats of "Don't
Leave Me"? These guys delivered
som~ serious R&B in the aftermath of Boyz II Men's reign, and
they had some impressive credentials as well. Try to disregard the
horrendous sequel album they
released and instead fill your head
with Little Penny playing the
piano in their video.

7. No Doubt, Tragic Kingdom
Gwen's cool now, but re-live
her younger years here. A mix of
ska, punk, alternative and a wobbly feminine voice prove to be a
winning combination. "Just A
Girl" will remind you of Clueless,
and "Don't Speak" reminds you of
that heinous break-up in eighth
grade. Most of the songs on this ·
album still get major airplay, so
this is a really fun listen.

5. Mariah Carey, Daydream
This is the album that set this
girl's reputation as a diva.
"Fantasy" was all over MTV,
including the remix, which introduced 01' Dirty Bastard to the
scene. "One Sweet Ilay," a real
tearjerker, combined the talents of
Carey and Boyz II Men, an
unbeatable combination. Enjoy the
sweet, sweet vocals of Carey
when she actually had some.

8. Madonna, Bedtime Stories
The ostentatious queen of
shock released this album in our
adolescem years, thus giving it
more staying power in our minds.
"Take a Bow" is a memorable
love song, and Madonna emerged
as a modem artist - at least, to our
generation.

6. Spice Girls, Spice
Whoa, "Wannabe" was actually -cool at one point? Big shoes,
"Girl Power" and an explosion of
bubble gum Brit-pop prove that
the girls are sugar and spice and

9. Limp Bizkit, 3 Dollar Bill,

Y'all
I threw this one in here for
all the rock fans. Fred Durst isn't
as whiny, Wes Borland is still in
the band and they've still got
Jonathon Davis on their good
side. Yes, Limp Bizkit was good
back then ... before they realized
they were good. "Faith" is the
album's signature track, but
"Counterfeit" and "Stuck" also
showcase the band's talent well.

10. KoRn, Life is Peachy
You cannot put "Three
Dollar Bill, Y'all" on this list
without mentioning this album.
Considered by many to start the
merge between hip-hop and
rock, Life is Peachy contains
many of Jonathan Davis's indistinguishable ravings. No one
looked at Adidas the same way
again. And "Twist"? Well, that
was just scary.
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28th - CAB Cinema NET Preview Screening - "How High:' Regal Waterford Lakes, 9pm
28th- CAl;l Cultural Arts Theatre Knight -'Ullder'.Fire: Theatre UCF, 8pm
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Student Resource Center Green, games and.giveaways., l0-3pm
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I SPV something boring
ly in flashbacks, it is somewhat
unconvincing
that Muir would
STAFF WRITER
always look exactly the same.
However, this again is no fault of
select few movies out
Redford's, only a plot/casting
there that have nothing
conflict.
·
wrong with them in the
Pitt also gives a great perfor"traditional" departments but are
mance. He is much more versastill just not entertaining. Spy
tile than Redford is,
Game,
the new
and in this film it realaction/suspense film
ly
shows. Pitt clearly
by director Tony
conveys
Bishop's
Scott,
can
be
emotions as the chargrouped into such a
acter
goes
from
category.
accepting the life of a
The film stars
spy to his eventual
Robert Redford and
disgust. It is not his
Brad Pitt, re-uniting
best
performance
after Pitt's portrayal
ever, but he puts forth
of a fisherman in
a lot of effort, and it
Redford's A River
shows. After all, how
Runs Through It. '
could he ever top the
Redford
plays
pikey from Snatch?
· Nathan Muir, a top
Other areas have nothCIA agent in the typical "one day until
ing to scorn at either.
retirement" scenario.
SrECIAL To THE FuTuRE
Usually Scott's films
On his last day Muir Brad Pill (left) and Robert Redford star in Spy Game.
have very good cinelearns that Tom
matography, and Spy
Bishop (Brad Pitt), an agent he While Redford has a limited Game is no exception. If one has
trained, has been captured by the range in his abilities, here he is ever seen his other films, such as
Chinese while trying to free a quite convincing as the "wise Enemy of the State and Top Gun,
prisoner. Bishop is to be execut- old spy." There is an exception, then the similarities will become
ed for espionage in 24 hours, and which comes from the story and readily apparent. In speaking of
of course, it is up to the CIA to casting, not Redford himself. Scott, the direction is nothing to
figure out what happened and Since the film takes -place large- scoff at either, nor is the editing.
DAVID TAYLOR

A

how to help Bishop. Muir is
called in to give the committee
information about Bishop's past.
The rest of the film mainly
involves Muir's flashbacks to his
training of Bishop, all of which
lead to the present situation.
The acting is top-notch.

equivalent of a John Woo movie,
but it needed to be livened up a
bit. A lot of the movie is devoted
to the "talking head" syndrome.
The characters seem to banter
endlessly about important but
nevertheless dull plot points.
Of course, . this is just one
opinion of the movie. While
some may find it boring, others
may think
it is a
great film.
It has a
good plot
and great
acting; it
just tends
to
bog
down
throughout
the
movie.
SPECIAL To THE FuTuaE
The last
Redford ploys a retiring CIA agent, Nathan Muir.
30 minutes

With all this, one may ask,
"What is the problem with the
film?" The fundamental flaw is
Spy Game is the same as films
such as Chariots of Fire. Sure it
has a cool story and theme (peo~
ple being played by the system
in this case), but it is simply long
and at times dull. The flashback
scenes, while developing the

characters, also seem to make
the movie drag. At the same time
however, they are necessary to
the movie. These two conflicting
elements thus create a vicious
circle.
The film also has very little
in the way of action. Not to say
that Spy Game should be the

are ·very .
well done, but getting there feels
like a chore.
Spy Game is recommended,
but it depends upon what the
viewer is looking for and
whether or not he or she minds
the more diplomatic approach to
spy films. This is no Mission:
Impossible.
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!Knl~ht~ Ro~-~dtable @ Beef O'-Brady's> 7-8p

I ~REE Yoga @SU Garden Key 221AB>7-8:30p

- . .]

! Group Faculty Exhibition@UCF Art Gallery>9a-4p
! Sports Illustrated Campus Fest@SRC Green>12-3p

1

1

i Emerging Knights - Motivational Commencement
i

Ceremony@ SU Pegasus Ballroom
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-
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: FREE Yoga@SU Garden Key 221AB>7-8:30p

I Taming of the Shrew@Lowndes Shakespeare Ctr>7p : Learn Tai Chi@Stone Soup Collective>6:30-7:30p

·

FREE Screening-How High@ Regal
Candlelight Processional@Epcot>5p, 6:45p & 8:15p
··-· _ Cine"D~. .~?..1~~9_r.Q_1.~kes>9p
·-··-.. · · -· · · ; Swingerhead @City Jazz>8p

iC-a-nd-le-li-gh_t_P~~·~~-~~~~~I @Epcot>5p, 6~45~-·&--8;15;··-·-·1

i

Men

~;~u~Y~:~~fy ~~~~~~~~~~~~FA~~t~~~~~9a-4p

iiiliiaucus for Art@ UCF Library>all day
Sports Illustrated Campus Fest@SRC Green>12-3p
.
! I
Group Faculty Exhibition@UCF Art Gallery>9a-4p
Women's Caucus for Art@UCF Librar}i>all day
i .-· ··-· ··· · · · ·-·--· -··-·-···---··· ·
--·····-····--- ··-·-·-····--·
Thursday Knight Jive@Wired Cafe>7-11p
i jKarate Class@SU Key West 218C>7:30-9p
"Under Fire"@Theatre UCF>8p
!"The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas" @Bob Carr>8p
CSA End of the Year Social>TBA·
!Candlelight Processional@Epcot>5p, 6:45p & 8:15p
--···--·····-·-···-···-···---··--------------· _
Supervillain, Grassroots, & Popsicle Dymamite@ HOB
······-······---·- ->8p
BCM Fall Formal>TBA
UCF Symphony Orchestra@VAB Auditorium>8p
Jerimiah's Place-A Coffeehouse@Wired Cafe>8p
Taming of the Shrew@Lowndes Shakespeare Ctr>10:30a
UCF Symphony Orchestra @VAB Auditorium>8p
"Choreographer's Showcase"@VCC Theatre>8p
-----·---------- - - Group Faculty Exhibition@UCF Art Gallery>9a-4p
G t Hlb.. .6KJNNy every week in
AASU Pre-Kwanza Celebration @ SU>7p ·
Calleo
1
: Taming of the Shrew@Lowndes Shakespeare Ctr>8p
THE central florida

JaCkso~ville>7:3op

'Swingerhead @SCC Fine Arts Concert Hall>7p
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Night,
FREE beer
Knlghtllghts CoHege
Night fREE beer
·
'

.

Volunteer UCF Pet Fair at Loch
Haven Park
December 1st and 2nd
Contact VUCF at , .
foxie913@aol.com
http://www. osa. ucf. edu/vucf. htm

Matrix- College Night
The ClubgFlrestone
Ladles Nigh~ D~· Sand
Bar Orfan.do- Kick Ass
College Night
Bennlqans - $2 Long
\Vi;.D Islands
TUU

Rox~ - Monday Night Fights
Devaney's, Monday Night Football

Coors Light $4 pitchers
Jungle Jim's - 91 cent Wells 49 ceht'
drafts

Blue Room ~ $2 Wells
10·11p
8 Seconds -Ladies Free
Have a NlM Day. 5
cent beer, buffet 7-9p
Knight Out Pub - $ i
Pitchel'$ til 11p fl2.I

Liquid Cellar~ $2 Pitchers, $2 Cove
Buffalo Wfld Wings~- 25 dmt wings
Tabu - College Night
The Club@fJr~stone- Urban
College Nig~ FREE w/College l D

For more specific event information or to submit your own event visit h p:J/skmny. mghtcast.org

•

\

.

Ftee admission with this
ad or,student·ID

.•

FREE BEERANDCAJ,I, DB.INKS lJN'm HIDNIUHT
Featuring Jose Cuervo, Jack Dani•ls,Smirnoffl~ileys and flud Ught

$3 buvs anv cocktail, au·iliDht$2 longnecks all night

I

.

'

2,0 East Central, Orlando•

0

•

(40~:)i'.649-6496

:

~1

•

www.1con-n1ghtclub.com

-

Confederate Railroad Fri., Nov. 30 - Tickets: Only $15

{:

. Thurs.

Wed.
College Night

Fri.

Ladies Night

50¢ Drafts
$5 Sink or Swim
Ages 18 and up

Live Music

Ladies drink
FR EE
Wells and Drafts
9 pm -12 am

Wildside Top40
Dance open
Live Music
Thurs, Fri & Sat.
"Stampede"
Show College ID
2 for l
andpayNO
Bud &Bud Light
2 CLUBS IN 1
COVER.
ThE
"Lin Musicn
All Night Long
Wildsid£: "Top 40
Music"

Sat•

"Stampede"
$10 Buckets .
Bud &Bud Light
All Night Long

BARN:

DANCE

1200 South French Ave •• 17-92

THlJRSDA.Y
College Nisht

9101 IntemationaiDrive

18+ welcome

( 407) 370-~7(1)
1Op.m. - 2 a.m., Mon' .. $on.

$2 heer/$.J..;o shots

$.1 drinks
. ttl 11

2l t for guys

'~

18 + for ladies
21 '!"•· for guys

$2 ilrloks
til 11

""' •igbt

Casual Plus 1Jrfs$ ~pde

s:

Tuesdays _

The Club
11

):>

G>
0

Magic's Kingdom
<"'
Urban College Night'' ;

Evolution
"Ladies Night"

18+ Welcome $5 18+

m

18+ We lcome

~

Ladies no cover &

$.2 Coronas and Heineken ~
$2. Rum &. Coke &.
("
~

t
z

..

Thursdays

Free with College ID ' s

Gin and Juice
Hours 1 OPM I 3AM

SfJNDAY

SATllRDA.Y

Progressive House High Ederg_y Breaks Hospitality NitJht
18 + for ladies

9dan,40

(407) 324 2276

FIUDA.Y

hip Bop Booty
&: Progressive Daq(e

"Pointe

.

•

Free drinks until 12pm
Guys t 8+ $5 .
$2.50 Bud and Bud Light
Hours 1OPM I 3AM

CJ
<-

u:

~

-· "'

No cover
witb ...sp. ID!

Ladies drink free/
$1 drafts for guys
tit midnight

C)

Saturdays

c

ci

November 17th
-1
The Club brings back. :f2
Saturday nights
'n'
; like never seen before. ~
H
~
18+ Welcome
>

~

c

$10
0
$2 Bud and Bud Light :I
Hours· 1OPM I 3AM
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Roll out the Olive carpet
J A~KIE

MYERS

STAFF WRJTER

O

JACKIE MYERS

The members of Olive· Carpet are known for their high energy performances.

*N5YN[,
AMANDA ANCES
STAFF WRITER

N

othing says Christmas quite
like ... a concert in the Bahamas?
OK, so maybe a snow-covered
palm tree isn't exactly realistic, but there
is a·connection here somewhere.
Music has the power to bring people
together, and the holiday season is the
perfect time to celebrate unity. Besides,
as the winter weather starts creeping in,
there is nothing like warming up with
*NSYNC and Tim McGraw, two of
today's hottest acts in pop and country
music.
The CBS concert special, *NSYNC
Live! The Atlantis Concert, kicked off
with an uplifting performance of "Pop."
*NSYNC's Lance Bass, J.C. Chasez,
Joey Fatone, Chris Kirkpatrick and
Justin Timberlake ,literally popped up
through the stage floor to begin their
modem pop anthem. This energetic performance was merely a sample of the
surprises and excitement that would
ensue.
*NSYNC kept viewers interested by

I

..I

I·

I
I

I
I
I

Vibrating
Battery

. ..

Tim Mc:liraw !!ipread holiday . c:heer
performing a satisfying mix of ballads
and dance-driven tunes. The group added
an upbeat twist to ''Tearin' Up My
Heart," giving the song an edgier club
vibe. "Gone" and R&B-influenced
"Girlfriend" added an enjoyable mellowness to the show.
For those who are not farnihar with
the group's current album Celebrity, "Up
Against the Wall" carne as an unexpected surprise. For devoted fans, it was a
welcomed treat. ''Up Against the Wall"
incorporates an infectious two-step beat.
The lyrics talk about a night at a club but
the on-stage performance seemed more
like a two-stepping rodeo, with
*NSYNC and five female dancers
dressed in denim attire. The group acted
out the song with lively theatrics customarily found in their tour productions.
Their outfits even allowed them to be
stuck 'up against the wall' with velcro.
The holidays are a time for friends
and family. McGraw joined *NSYNC to
perform a collection of old favorites,
including "Stand By Me," ''Fire and
Rain" and ''Lean on Me." The medley of
friendly tunes showcased the vocal talent

of each singer by giving each group
member a solo verse. There is no doubt
in the impressive vocal ability of Chasez
and Timber13.k.e, but must the other three
members always be hidden in the background? Maybe the group's next project
will continue to give Bass, Fatone and
Kirkpatrick a chance to be heard.
Everyone has belted out a song in the
shower at one time or another. According
to Chasez, professional singers are no
exception. *NSYNC performed an a
capella version of '"This I Promise You"
while surrounded by an enormous dorneshaped, glass-enclosed aquarium. Their
voices echoed through the hollow area
and bounced off the glass walls, demonstrating an impeccable five-part harmony.
McGraw took center s'tage to perform
his current single "Angel Boy," before
*NSYNC closed the show With their signature ending, ''Bye, Bye, Bye."
With the group's overwhelming performance schedule, it is hard to avoid the
expected monotony. Yet *NSYNC successfully created a unique concert special
to please any fan and impress any critic.

( '

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

*NSYNC performed on a CBS conce~t special with Tim
McGraw.

Call Anywhere in the llS An

Bad credit?
No credit?
Little or no deposit!

·----------FREE
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live Carpet, originally from the Ft.
Myers area, relocated to Orlando a
couple years ago due to the
increased opportumties Central Florida
offers entertainers. The group has been
igniting local venues with its red-hot rock
performances ever since.
Olive Carpet is comprised of Daniel
Creach on lead vocals; Eric John on keyboards, lead guitar and background vocals;
Randy Clift on rhythm, lead guitar and
background vocals; Paul Rippee on base
guitar and Nick Vella on drums and percussion.
The five-man band is known for their
high energy performances featuring selfpenned tunes such as "Do You Know Who
I Am," "Love Hate Thing," "Pushin" and
"Teach Me to Fly." While Olive Carpet
definitely has its own musical identity, on
"Teach Me to Fly" Creach's smooth vocals
virtually emulate those of Creed frontrnan
Scott Stapp.
The members of Olive Carpet do not
have a set way they go about writing their
songs. However, John says, "Daniel will

often bring a vocal hook or melody with a
few chords to the table. Then we build the
songs musically from there. Everyone in
the group has totally different influences, so
when you add us together I think it
becomes a unique combination called Olive
Carpet."
The group recently spent six months in
Nashville recording the album "Do You
Know Who I Arn?" with national producer
Michael Wagener, who has worked with the
likes of Skid Row, Janet Jackson, Ozzy
Osbourne and countless others.
"Our goal in recording the album was to
try to capture the energy of our live shows,"
John said. "It was a huge learning experience for all of us. Corning out of the recording studio we are better musicians and
much tighter in our music and as friends
also."
Olive Carpet plans to release the album·
in January in conjunction with a college
tour. While the group has their own independent record label prepared to release the
album, they have not ruled out the possibility or working with a major label. Music
clips of the forthcoming debut album and
order information is available at their official web site www.olivecarpetmusic.com.

(free nationwide
roaming and
long distance)

500 whenever
minutes,
Unlimited
Weekends!!
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Orlando
Poinciana ·
Casselberry/Winier Park
Hunters Creek/Kissimmee
Longwood/Altamonte
I
Fashion Square Mall
859 Cypress Pkwy.
Corner of 436
John Young &Town Ctr Blvd
1/8 of a mile ROrth of 436 on
I
and 17-92
Upstairs by JC Penney
In the new Publix Plaza
Winn Dixie Plaza
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McKibben bids a
fond farewell to UCF
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

•

Josh McKibben had done it plenty of
times before. Twelve times in four years to be
exact. So as the 6-foot-3, 280 pound defensive tackle plowed Louisiana-Lafayette quarterback Matt Lane into the ground for the last
play of a 31-0 blowout, it would seem like
business as usual.
But for big number 95, it was far more
meaningful. It was the last defensive play of
the last season in his five years at UCF. A fitting end to · a college career that saw him
record 250 tackles, 13 sacks and an interception.
"The people around here are great, the
players around here are great. I've made
some friendships I' 11 never lose in my life,"
McKibben ~aid.

For three years, McKibben has been a
staple of the UCF defensive line. Starting
every game over that span, he has consistently been among the most productive players
on the team. Not bad for a small town boy
with a farming background.
Living in Wauchula, a town with fewer
street lights than the UCF campus and plenty
of orange groves, McKibben played his prep
ball at Hardee County High SchooL He was a
four-year varsity player, voted Most Valuable
Defensive Player his senior season. He was
also named the Heartland Defensive Player of
the Year by the Tampa Tribune and was a first
team all-state selection.
"It's a very well-knit town. Everybody
knows everybody and everybody supports
me very well," McKibben said.
After redshirting the 1997 season, he
was a key backup in 1998 recording 18 tack-

COMMENTARY

STAFF WRITER

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

Senior defensive tackle Josh McKibben ·was a
three-year starter for UCF.
Jes .and splitting the team's outstanding defensive rookie player &ward with Tito
Rodriguez. The following year he took hold
of the starter role and was second on the team
with 70 tackles in addition to three sacks.
Last season he had 80 tackles and five sacks,
and finished with 82 tackles and five sacks
PLEASE SEE

McKibben
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Williams scores touchdown in final game
JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

•
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When looking at senior backup tailback
Terrance Williams' 2001 statistics (five touchdowns and 238 yards on 55 rushing attempts),
he might appear to be just another reserve tailback.
But Williams has meant more than just
numbers to the Golden Knights. The senior's
maturity and work ethic have rubbed off on his
fellow running backs.
"[Williams] has the most experience and
he's helped us out," freshman tailback Alex
Haynes said. He is UCF's leading rusher this
year. He added, "Sometimes he lets us know
what we're supposed to do on certain plays, and
in practice he helps us keep our intensity up
when we don't feel like practicing."
"He did a good job during practice all year
of pulling the segment through." assistant head
coach Alan Gooch said. "There were times when
those guys would get a little down, but it was his
last go around so he was pulling them through
practice."
Having that attitude is a testament to
William's character. He's had to deal with
numerous injuries and role changes throughout
his three years at UCF. This year, Williams
entered camp as the starting tailback but was
overtaken by Haynes after an injury-plagued
training camp. He returned
to the starting lineup
against Liberty after
Haynes got hurt. In that
game, Williams ran for
107 yards and three
touchdowns on only 13
carries, but returned to the
bench when Haynes got
healthy.
In 1999, he redshirted
with an ankle injury after
rushing for nearly 400 yards

W\1llallS1'id twe .
~and

238 ,atdS on SS ·
rush attempts

PLEASE SEE

Young oN B-5

ANDRE BEAUCAGE /.

CFF

Senior tailback Terrance Williams saw a good bit o_f __
playing time this year despite being the backup to
redshirt freshman Alex Haynes.

Calling all
UCF fans ... all
three ofyou
If the UCF football team
beats Louisiana-Lafayette 31-0 at
home and nobody sees it, does the
game even count?
A whopping 12,264 people
(and that was a generous estimate) showed up to watch the
Golden Knights blast LouisianaLafayette 31-0 last Saturday, the
second lowest attendance for a
UCF home game since the school
joined Division I-A in 1996. ·
Come on, folks. This is
pathetic. Wilt Chamberlain slept
with almost that many women in
1963 alone.
Yes, I know all the reasons
why nobody showed up to last
weekend's_ game. Thanksgiving
weekend, students out-of-town,
yada, yad~. yada. But the problem
wasn't just last weekend. The
problem went on all season.
Forget the students being out
of town for the holiday weekend.
The students don't go tb the
games, anyway. Even the Greek
organizations, which are the core
of student support at most colleges, don't really bother themselves with the 30-minute drive
(well, 30 minutes if there was any
traffic created by mass of fans)
from UCF to the Citrus Bowl.
And many who do go end up seeing little or none of the game.
Half the students don't ever make
it into the stadium because they
leave when they are finished tailgating (a.k.a when the keg runs
out), and the other half leave at
halftime, because, you know, the
Gators are playing on TV.
The ROTC people who fire
the cannon after UCF touchdowns could have used real cannon balls on Saturday, because
there wasn't anyone in the student
section (where the cannon is
aimed) to hit. There are 36,000
students at UCF, and the highest
number of students to attend a
game this season was around
6,000. When the University of
Florida is playing at home, there
aren't 6,000 people in the entire
city of Gainesville not at the
game.
The UCF football team
played hve home games this year,
and the combined attendance of
PLEASE SEE

Saturday ON B-11
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·Striegler signs six
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KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

San Juan Shootout
The UCF women's basketball team traveled to
Puerto Rico over the Thanksgiving break to compete
in the San Juan Shootout. The Golden Knights
dropped their first game of the tournament to
Northern Iowa, but held on to beat Colgate on
Saturday and Kansas on Sunday.
Against Colgate, junior Erin Paige scored 19
points and grabbed nine rebounds. Freshman Ali
Roberts scored 18 points, hitting seven of nine shots.
Junior Jessica Scala and ·sophomore Marvelous
Washington each scored 13, while Scala also
grabbed nine rebounds.
UCF led by as many as 19 points in the second
half, butallowed Colgate back in the game following a 24-13 run. The Golden Knights were up 86-84
with 34 seconds remaining. Paige hit all four of her
free throws in the last 30 sec<?nds of the game to put
UCF up for good, 90-84.
The Golden Knights shot just 38.9 percent from
the field en route to a 76-57 loss against Northern
Iowa. Northern Iowa was up 41-24 at the half and
shot 50 percent for the game. Sophomore Adrienne
Bµlings scored 11 points and Paige grabbed 10
. rebounds in the loss.
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UCF Coach Gail Striegler announced last week
that the women's basketball team has signed six
players to national letters of intent.
Jasmine Patterson, a 5-foot-10-inch guard from
Leesburg, averaged 20.1 points and 10.5 rebounds a
game and is ranked 19th in the recruiting class of
2002 by the All-Star Girls Report.
Celeste Hudson is a 5-foot-9-inch guard from
Lyman High School in Longwood, Fla. She averaged 12 points, six rebounds, four assists and three
steals a game last season. Hudson earned all-conference her freshman, sophomore and junior years and
is ranked as one of the top 250 seniors in the 2002
All-Star Girls Report.
LaShay King is a 5-foot-7-inch guard from John
Carroll High School. She holds the career records for
assists (615) and steals (325) at JCHS and has been
named all-conference three times.
Shayla Smith averaged 13.5 points, S.5 assists,
3.5 steals and 4.5 rebounds a game last season for
Camden County High School. She is a 5-foot-5-inch
point guard whose assist-turnover ratio of 14 to one.
Claudia Johnson, a 5-foot-8-inch shooting
guard, comes from Ripley, Miss. She averaged 20
points a game last season and was twice named allcounty and all-division MVP.
Shelby Weber comes from Sarasota High
School and averaged nine points, 7.5 rebounds and
4.3 blocks a game last year. She is a 6-foot-1-inch
forward and owns the school r~ord for blocks in a
season with 117.

UCF begins conference schedule
UCF begins its Atlantic Sun schedule this week
with games against Jacksonville State and Samford.
Both games are at 7 p.m. at the UCF Arena. The
Golden Knights host JSU on Dec. t and Samford on
Dec. 3. JSU is currently 0-1 and Samford is 1-1.
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Vollevball 1 Tournament starts
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The first and second rounds of the NCAA
Tournament will be held from Nov. 29 through
Dec. 2. Wins in the first two matches would secure
a top 16 national ranking at the end of the season.
Wisconsin, Nebraska, Stanford, Long Beach
State and Florida are the favorites to win the tournament.

JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

USF match forfeited
The University of South Florida forfeited it's
match scheduled Nov. 21, at the UCF Arena. Six of
USF's 11 players were suspended for violating
team rules and the Bulls
did not have enough eligi- r
ble players to play. USF ' · .
beat the Golden Knights 3- •
1 in October in Tampa.
\
UCF Coacfi Meg ~
Colado was upset about the
forfeit.
"Our girls were ready to
play USF," Colado said.
The match would hav.
been an important one f<
UCF. They are fighting for
higher seed in the NC.I
Tournament. Out-of-conferer
wins are important for seed.ii
and the Golden Knights do r,
have as many as they would fil
"I think. it could have helped," said Colado
about beating USE "I don't think it will be detrimental to us, but I think it could have helped us."
With the win, UCF improved to 21-6.
"I think it's [a 20-win season] an important
milestone," said Colado. ''We actually went into the
conference tournament setting a short term goal to
get 20 wins this season. It says a lot to them that
they were able to obtain that goal."
With the loss, USF finished the season 21-9.

FOR INFO: WWW.COHPA.UCF.EDU/HEAL'IH.PRO/PT/
WWW.GRADUATE.UCF.EDU

PLEASE COMPLETE APPUCATION

BYJANUARY15,2002
CONTACT: KAREN ENCHELMAYER PT/OT,
FACULTY MEMBER PT PROGRAM
(407) 823-3457
KENCHELM@MAIL. UCF. EDU
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UCF is now using an automated system to detect plagiarism.
Be advised that any papers you submit to class can now be
checked quickly and easily for evidence of submitting ~omeone
else's work. For more information, visit www.turnitin.com
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YOU MUST HAVE A BACHELORS
DEGREE IN ANY FIELD OF STIJDY
and MEET TIIE REQUIREMENTS

Another recruit signs
Erin DeBoy, a 5-foot-11 middle blocker from
Indiana, signed a national letter of intent to play
for UCF on Saturday. DeBoy was a four-year letterwinner at Franklin Community High School in
W"!st Lafayette, Indiana.
~Boy led Franklin to a state
al and two conference
impionships and was
'en the Indiana State
mtal Attitude Award for
tss 4A. She had 231 kills,
5 blocks, 38 service aces
:I 154 digs in her senior
ar. DeBoy also competed
r the Circle . City
)ileyball Club. She fin;hed fifth and second in '
~he nation the last two
years.
:l prospect to commit to
ly Watts from Kansas
- -··vu 1~0V. 14.

11111

LEGAL
SERVICES

Student Legal Services provides students with assistance
in selected areas of law such as landlord/tenant, consumer,
chapter 7 bankruptcy, criminal, traffic, & uncontested
dissolutions. Qualified students can receive consultation
and representation, free of charoe.

Student Legal Services.
407-823-2538, SRC 155.
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~stulegal

Funded by A&SF as allocated by Student Government.

Come out and

1

JOIN

UCF's DuDgeon Dwellers
Cheer on your Golden
Knights Basketball team as
aDungeon Dweller, and
scgre aFREET-Shirt and
FREE Big Daddy's Pizza
before the games!
For information on joining
the Dungeon Dwellers,
contact Gert Garman at:

The next home game
is Thurs. Nov. 29!

gert@mai/.ucfedu

UCF ranked
The UCF volleyball team is ranked 10th in the
South Regional by the American Volleyball
Coaches Association. This is the first time UCF
has been ranked since the 1997 season when that
team started 24-1. UCF will have a chance to
improve its ranking this week in the NCAA
Tournament. The University of Florida and Florida
International are ahead of UCF in the South
Regional.

407-823-6398

In the mood for pizzaP
(407) 658-816 D(2443)

First time buyers receive a
$7.99 large ,pizza with
UNLIMITED toppings.*
•fXCIUllES OOUBlt NlRTIONS. OEllVrnl RESTRICllONI APPIY.

3050 Alofoya Trail
Oviedo, FL 32765
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ADAM SHIVER
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Sophomore forward Stephen Graham scored
20 points against East Carplina.
.

COMPil,ED FROM
STAFF AND WIRE REPORTS

Men's basketball tops
East Carolina
GREENVILLE, N.C -

Stephen Graham scored
20 points hitting 9-of-14 from the floor as
the hot- shooting Golden Knights defeated
Conference USA opponent East Carolina
82-72 at Mingus Coliseum Saturday night
in men's basketball action.
UCF (2-1) hit 61 percent from the floor
on 31-of-51 shots. From behind the arc,
UCF fired in 7-of-17 three-pointers. Four
Golden Knight players recorded double-figure scoring marks.

jumpshot by Brahin Howard, a lapse of
exactly 11 minutes without a field goal.
UCF hit 58 percent in the first half and
65 percent in the second half. Ray Abellard
was second in the scoring column with 13
points coming from 3-of-5 from three-point
range. Josh Bodden led UCF with six
rebounds to go with his eight points. Joey
Graham and Paul Reed each scored 10
points to round out the double-digit scorers
for UCF.
Erroyl Bing was the big gun for East
Carolina tying his career high of 27 points
on 8-of-14 from the field and 14 rebounds
in 36 minutes. Travis Holcomb-Faye and
Fred Primus shot in 15 each, while
Kenyatta Brown scored 13 with 7-for-7
from the free throw line.

the season entering the game. The lead was
as close as eight four times under the four
minute mark, but UCF hit its free throws
and made buckets. A slam dunk by Reed
and three consecutive field goals by
Stephen Graham sealed the contest.
UCF will begin Atlantic Sun play this
weekend at the UCF Arena when
Jacksonville (3-0, 1-0 A-Sun) comes to
town on Nov. 29. Game time is 7:30 p.m.

ADAM SHIVER
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The UCF men's basketball team opens its
conference schedule this week against
Jacksonville on Nov. 29.
The Golden Knights led by as many as
18 in the first half when Stephen Graham
buried a 24-footer at the buzzer. The lead
extended to 22 in the second half before the
Pirates started clawing back. East Carolina
fell victim to poor free throw shooting as
point guard Holcomb-Faye hit 5-of- l 0 from
the charity stripe after hitting 75 percent on

Hampton's Adams
last-second shot sinks UCF
HAMPTON, Va. - Tommy Adams hit a
three-point shot over Joey Graham with 1.5
seconds remaining to give Hampton a 7372 win over UCF in a non-conference basketball game in front of 5,021 at the
Hampton Convocation Center on Monday
night.
Graham busted through a open lane
with 6.7 seconds remaining to break a 7070 tie, after the Golden Knights held the
PLEASE SEE
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Come In and Fill
Up With Our
the Best of ~I

PORK

One JUMBO Pork Sandwich
(!)

and a Large Soft Drink or Iced Tea

2 liter of
Coke or
Pepsi

BUD, BUD LITE,
MICHELOB, ICE
HOUSE, COORS LITE

89~

I 2pk Bottles or cans • with coupon

$7.29
SMIRllOFF

ICE

Conway's BBQ Express
7622 University Blvd. • Winter Park, FL 32792
Phone:

401.618.5594

Heineken
Corona
Michelob
6uiness
Zima
6rolsch

$5.99 $10.99
$5.99 $10.99
$4.69 $8.49
$6.39

$5.99
$6.39

6pk Bottles - with coupon

$5.~~
r--------------------
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BUDWEISER
BUD LIGHT
20pk Bottles or cans • with coupon

•"

$11.~?

~-------~------------~

Located exactly 5 miles from the campus
in the Uni-Gold Shopping Center
next to Tijaun.a Flats ·

BEER
6pk 72pk_

,1utu

BUSTER
DEAL
with one of our home cookin' style side items
• Potato salad
• Brunswick stew
• Baked beans
•Coleslaw
• Collard Greens
•Corn
• Smoked potatoes
• Sweet potatoes
• Chicken Caesar Salad

SPECIALS

Marlboro
Virginia Slims
Parliament
Camel
Newport

$2.79
$2.79
$2.79
$2.79
$2.79

I pack
I pack
I pack
/pack
I pack

3050 Alafaya Trail - (407) 365-0620
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Kruczek said he does not know
yet what Miller's career plans
are.

i

( Football

Home sweet home

;Jon':;,
\
~

With the win over ULLafayette, UCF improved to 5-0
at the Florida Citrus Bowl. The
Golden Knights have outscored
opponents 213-30 at home this
season, including two shutouts.
UCF only won one game on
the road this year, a 36-29 victory over Tulane.

l.

___ __.._J

KRISTY SHONKA·
STAFF WRITER

in the game against U AB and
missed the next two games.

Seniors say goodbye

Defense records second The end of Miller time?
shutout
Backup quarterback Brian
UCF's defense recorded
its second shutout of the season Saturday. The last time a
Golden Knight defense has
recorded multiple shutouts in
one season was in 1981 under
Don Jonas, when UCF was in
Division III. Thirty-two
Golden Knights were not
born yet the last time this
happened.

UCF seniors made a statement in their final game as
Golden
Knights.
Javier
Beorlegui forced a fumble on a
kick off return. Tavirus Davis
finished with four catches for 67
yards. Ricot Joseph blocked a
punt and recorded seven tackles.
Josh McKibben had four tackles
and two sacks.

JOE KALEITA I CFF
Miller saw over two quarters of
·
Backup
quarterback
Brian
Miller
struggled
against
Louisiana-Lafayette,
action Saturday after Schneider
throwing two interceptions and getting sacked four times.
·
went out with a concussion.
While Schneider went 1015 for 188 yards and three was called for a delay of game
There is a possibility Miller
touchdowns, Miller was 7-17 for penalty twice, including his first could transfer after this season.
84 yards and two interceptions. play. He was also called for Kruczek said Miller sees his
He was also sacked four times. intentional grounding when a time slipping away and that he
Under Miller's control, the pass failed to reach the line of wants to play, but he has been
offense gained !29 yards and scrimmage.
unable to overtake Schneider.

PLEASE SEE

Game oN B-10

Joseph a blend of
brains and brawn
Senior Ricot Joseph
blocked a punt to start the
second quarter, tying him
with Bernard Ford for most
punt blocks in a career with
five.
Joseph is a former walkon who finished the season
second on the team in tackles
with 100. Joseph excels both
on the field and off. He was
nameq to the Verizon
Academic All-District III
team, putting him on the ballot for the Academic AllAmerica team, which wil1 be
announced Dec. 13.
"(Joseph's) a remarkable
blend of intelligence and athleticism,"
Coach
Mike
Kruczek said.

Schneider knocked
out again
Quarterback
Ryan
Schneider left the game with
a concussion with 4:07 left in
the first half. He was hit after
completing a 51-yard pass to
Jimmy Fryzel for a touchdown. Schneider was also
knocked out of last season's
finale against Virginia Tech
after suffering a concussion.

Haynes rushes into
record books
Redshirt freshman Alex
Haynes finished his first year
as UCF's tailback with 697
yards on 170 carries and 10
touchdowns. Haynes' rushing
attempts and rushing yards
are the most by a back under
Coach Mike Kruczek.
His 170 carries place him
fifth on UCF's list for rushing
attempts in a season. Haynes
is eighth in rushing yards in a
season and tied for sixth for
rushing touchdowns in a season.
Haynes
could
have
moved higher up in the record
books, but was injured early
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Young running backs learned a lot from Williams
FROM PAGE

JOE KALEITA

I CFF

Williams started two games this season, and had the first 1OO·yard rushing game of his UCF
career against Liberty.

B-1

the previous year, William's first at UCF.
Being on the bench was new to
Williams. At Hi~ds Community College
in Mississippi, he rushed for more than
200 yards a game and· had 16 touchdowns his sophomore year. He was
named the National Junior College
Player of the Year and received scholarship offers from Syracuse, Mississippi
State, Arkansas and Ole Miss. He came
to UCF thinking the Golden Knights
would run the ball more, but that never
happened.
Williams said, "I had some hard
times. I knew I was gonna block for the
quarterback, but after (former UCF quarterback) Daunte (Culpepper) left I
thought we would run the ball more.
You can't predict the future, and I don't
know what I would have done if I had
the choice again, but I came here, I stuck
it out and I had a good time."
The question now is if Williams

showed enough at UCF to get a shot at
the NFL.
"Ever since Terrance came here,
we've had a lot of scouts that were interested in him," Gooch said. "He was
highly decorated coming ~mt of junior
college. He was on people's lists at that
time and I'm sure he' 11 remain on some
of their lists: Its been a struggle for hifn
and it's a shame that he hasn't been able
to do everything he's wanted to do, but
that's a tough job to accomplish when
you're injured. He added:He's had to
work through a lot of injuries. Even this
year, from time to time he was injured.
He wasn't able to show everybody what
he could do, but he did show flashes. I
think he's got enough good film to get
him into an NFL camp." ·
"I'm gonna get my degree,"
Williams said. "I'm not saying that I'm
going to stop here. I love the game so
much that I'm going to give it a shot, but
it if doesn't work out I will have my
degree."

.

.

McKibben ends Golden Knight career with a sack
..
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_have been taken under his wing.
At 6-foot-2, 300 pounds, Brown came
this season.
to UCF loaded with potential. He was an
Considered something of an on-the- all-state defensive lineman in high school,
field coach by his teammates, the hard- and after redshirting in 1999 was expected
nosed attitude he spreads is far from lost on to be a solid contributor for the Golden
the real coaches.
Knights up froni. But his work ethic was
"He's a warrior. He's what you want to questionable,
something McKibben
line up with every Saturday," defensive worked on.
coordinator Gene Chizik s.aid. "He plays
"In the weight room he pushes us, he
hard. He's one of the toughest individuals pushes us. He's like the older guy that's just
I've seen."
always got to -help you," Brown said.
The quality that reflects most amongst
With McKibben's pushing, Brown
his teammates though is his leadership. continues to improve his work ethic and
Over the years he's been considered one of has started to see results. He made 32 tackthe Golden Knight's emotional leaders and les this season and sacked the quarterback
has left an imprint on several younger play- twice.
ers. Two in particular, sophomore defensive
While Brown looks up to McKibben
tackle Larry Brown and his brother Jake like a coach, it's a slightly different relaFROM PAGE
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tionship for brother Jake. A little less than
two years younger, he's been practically
like another father to Jake. The 6-foot-l,
290 pound Jake walked on as a freshman
and has recorded 88 tackles over three seasons. This season, he started alongside his
brother on the line. All the while Josh has
looked after him both on the field and off.
. "He's protective. He wants me to do
the best I can. He'll get on me but nobody
else can get on me. i•m his brother," Jake
McKibben said.
These two young players are just a few
that McKibben leaves behind on a defense
that will have to replace several starters
next season. But overall he feels like the
program is heading in the right direction,
pointing in particular to freshman safety
Atari Bigby as the school's next big defen-

sive star.
But from now on he can only watch his
pupils from the stands. Some NFL scouts
have contacted him, so the possibility of
playing on Sunday exists. If that doesn't
come to fruition he hopes to use his degree
in organizational communications in a sales
job, preferably fertilizer or heavy equipment.
On Saturday, though, he closed a chapter in his life. As he walked off the Citrus
Bowl field for one last time he glanced
around, giving an occasional wave to the
crowd, seemingly just soaking it all in and
reflecting on all he's gone through.
"Just remembering all the memories
I've had here at UCF, how the whole program has grown," McKibben said. "The
places I've gone and the people I've met."

everything
in the store is on sale

Buy One Item,
Get Any Other Item*

warm sun
cool career
from

pa I mer
chiropractic
port orange, florida
Pick Florida's chiropractic college and
get a taste of 100 percent pure Palmer.
Meet Heather Stierwalt for a
presentation and dinner at 6:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, Dec. 11, atthe Holiday Inn
Select 12125 High Tech Ave., Orlando,
to find out more about

Waterford Lakes Town
Center · ·
695 N. Alafaya Trail ·

Palmer College of Chiropractic F!orida.

RSVP to (866) 585-9677

Mon - Sat 10-9:30 Sun 12-7

pure chiropractic

*any item of equal or lesser value
www.designslnc.com

501 6 jeans are limited to 2 per customer during this promotion.

for other store locations

This promotion cannot be used in combination with any other promotional or discount offers.
This promotion cannot be applied to past purchases.

pure

PALMER
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Offensiue Player of the Week

more Inside
the numbers

Ryan
Scbneider

5

Had the sophomore
quarterback not been
knocked out of the
game with a concussion, UCF might
have scored 70
points. He completed 10-of-15 passes
for 188 yards and three touchdowns.

Number of career punt blocks by
senior free safety Ricot Joseph, which
ties Bernard Ford for the school
record.

30
Number of rushing yards allowed by
the UCF defense on 27 LouisianaLafayette rushing attempts.

Defensiue Player of the Week

Josh
McKibben

307.4

The senior defensive
tackle made four
stops, all for lost
yardage. He also had
two sacks, including
one on his finfil play
as a Golden Knight.

Ave:rage number of yards allowed by
the UCF defense this season, good
enough for 17th in the nation. The
Knights were also ranked 13th in passing defense.

1

Inside the numbers

Difference between the number of
passing touchdowns (21) by UCF this
season and rushing touchdowns (20).

6
Number of sacks by the UCF defense, a
season high.

690
Number of rushing yards by Haynes
this season, the most by a UCF running back since Coach Mike Kruczek
took over in 1998.

106
Number of receiving yards by junior wide
receiver Jimmy Fryzel, his first 100-yard
game of the season.

129 ·

2

Combined number of receptions this
season by wide receivers Tavirus
Davis, Thad Ward and Jimmy Fryzel.
Thirteen other players caught a total of
101 passes for UCF this year.

Number of catches by junior wide receiver Doug Gabriel, both of which went for
touchdowns.

8.8
Average yards per rush by redshirt freshman tailback Alex Haynes. Haynes finished the game with .88 yards on 10 carries.

12,264
Number of fans at the game, the secondlowest total for a home game since UCF
joined Division I-A in 1996.

8
Number of tackles by senior middle linebacker Tito Rodriguez in the game, leaving him eight tackles short of the single
season record. Rodriguez finished the
year with 142 tackles.

2
Number of times backup punter Ryan
Flinn had a punt downed inside
Louisiana-Lafayette's 10-yard line.

ANDRE BEAUCAGE

I CFF

Junior wide receiver Doug Gabriel (left) and senior offensive lineman Steve Edwards
(right) celebrate a touchdown. Gabriel caught two touchdowns in the game.

UCF wins big in 2001 season finale
6olden Knights get
second shutout of the year
against UL-Lafayette
KRISTY SHONKA
· STAFF WRITER

The game was over at halftime,
but continued on for three hours.
UCF's offense started slow,
picked up then tapered off completely in the second · half. LouisianaLafayette's offense never got going,
helping lead 't-0 a 31-0 UCFsb,utout.
The Golden Knights scored all
31 points in the first half with starter
Ryan Schneider at quarterback. With
4:07 left in the second quarter,

Schneider suffere.d a concussion
from a hit after he threw a 51-yard
touchdown pass to Jimffiy Fryzel.
Brian Miller took over for
Schneider, but only accounted for
129 yards of UCF's 425 total yards.
Schneider finished 10-15 for
188 · yards and . three touchdowns.
His other two touchdown passes
were to D_oug Gabriel, one from 17
yards and one from 24 yards.
Gabriel finished with two catches for two touchdowns. Terrence "
Williams had a five-yard touchdown
run following a blocked punt by ,
Ricot Joseph.
"I couldn't be more pleased
with the execution of the offense in
PLEASE SEE

Schneider oN B-7

110
Number of penalties by UCF this year,
resulting in just over 900 yards of
penalty yardage.

2
Number of opponents who outgained
UCF this year. Only Virginia Tech and
Syracuse outgained the Golden
Knights.

2,923
Number of passing yards by quarterback Ryan Schneider this year, the
sixth-highest total in .school history.

2
Number of COl)secutive winning seasons for UCF, the first time that has
happened since the Knights joined
Division I-A in 1996.

•.
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Schneider knocked out of game with concussion
FROM PAGE
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the first half," UCF Coach
Mike Kruczek said. "We had
consecutive touchd·owns on
three straight possessions and
that's what you look for in this
system."
The shutout was the second
of the season for the Golden
Knights defense. The last time
UCF
recorded
multiple
shutouts in a season was 1981.
The defense held the Rajin'
Cajuns' offense to just 214
yards and recorded six quarterback sacks.
The game marks the end of
the Independent era for the
Golden Knights, as they join
the Mid-American Conference
next season. With the win UCF
moved up to 6-5, completing
back-to-back winning seasons

for the first time since the
joined
Golden
Knights
Division I-A.
Fifteen seniors played their
last games as Golden Knights
Saturday, but Kruczek was confident that the younger players
will step into the holes left by
the seniors. He said next year
will not be a rebttilding year,
but a reloading year.
"We've got a nucleus of
yourtg people that have played
in football games and can step
up into those positions," he
said. "We've got a lot of young
people that people have no clue
about right now because you
haven't seen them play."
Freshman• tailback Alex
Hayn~s finished the game with
88 yards on 10 carries. Fryzel
led ttie receivers with four
catches for 106 yards.

ANDRE BEAUCAGE
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Starting quarterback Ryan Schneider completed 10-of-1 S passes for 188 yards and three touchdowns before
sustaining a concussion in the second quarter.
/

Over 30,000 Square F:eet
of Fitness Featuring:

ANDRE BEAUCAGE
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Junior wide receiver Dng Gabriel
led the team this year with nine ·
touchdown catches.

Strength Training e Cardio Kickboxing
Spinning 0 .Treadmills 0 Lifecycles
Aerobics • over ·50 clases per week
·Stairmasters 0 Cross Trainers
Over 50,000 LBS. of Free Weights
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ANDRE BEAUCAGE
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Senior Willie Davis was the only
UCF linebacker to start every
game this season.
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End of the Road

UCF's seniors played their final home
game last Saturday at the Citrus Bowl

•.

.Find Your Future •..
.Now Hiring at Wells Fargo Financial
As a Credi~ Manager, you will ...
•
•
•
•
·•

Enjoy a salaried position with a Fortune 100 Company
Haye performance and salary reviews at least every 3 months
Complete.a comprehensive training program
· Learn credit investigation, loan interviewing, sales and collection techniques
Expect to qualify for promotion to Assistant and Store Manager

Your Benefits include...
· • . Holidays and vacations - vacation is based on length of service. Fuil-time team members receive a minimum of nine paid holidays each
year.
• Thrift and profit sharing - contributions up to 6% of your salary receive an employer match of up to $2.50 for each dollar you
contributed.
·
• Stock plans - purchase Wells Fargo stock directly from your earnings with no fees.
You are also eligible for employee stock options as they are granted.
• Tuition reimbursement - if you choose to continue your education we will help with the cost.
• Team member referral- receive $500 and one day of vacation for each person
that you refer who is hired
• Savings plan - earn 12% on balances up to $10,000

To find out more about the management-training program, visit our website at wellsfargofinancial.com or contact:
. Chris Lounsberry, Branch Manager@ 8881 W. Colonial Drive, 0 ee FL, 34761 407/578-1885 or 407/578-1807fax
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Dotson led the
· Golden Knights
• •
•
1n scoring
FROM PAGE
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Pirates scoreless for the last 4: 11 before
Adams hit his trifecta.
Adams led all scorers with 24 points
with 18 coming by way of 6-for-14 three
pointers. Barry Hairston scored 20 for the
Pirates while Maurice Pitts and Devin
Green each had 10 respectively. Isaac
Jefferson led with 13 rebounds.
UCF (1-1) trailed by as many as 13
points three times in the first half and seven
points with 5:48 remaining in the second
half. Hampton (2-0) held leads of 24-11,

28-15 and 35-22, but the Golden Knights
never stopped corlling back.
Ed Dotson led the Golden Knights in
scoring with 15 points on 7-of-11 from the
floor, including the last three buckets to tum
a 70-64 deficit to an even 70-70 game. Paul
Reed had nine points and a team high 11
rebounds. Al Miller led with five assists.
Marius Boyd also hit for double-digit points
with 12.
Jason Thornton became UCFs all-time
three point leader when he sunk a longball

with 10:21 remaining in the first half. The
three points would be all Thornton would
score on the night. Long range shooter Ray
Abellard connected on 3-of-6 shots including 2-for-5 from three point range for nine
points.
UCF will continue its road trip traveling to Greenville, N.C. to take on East
Carolina on Saturday night. The Golden
Knights defeated the Pirates 88-84 last season at the UCF Arena. Game time is 7:30
p.m.

Bring it!
•

Sell it!
Get it!
Cash for your books!
•

CB&S Bookstore and Knight sCorner Bookstore
l 2140 Collegiate Way & l 2209 University Blvd~
407-382-1617
407-658-7979
1

"

Shop

off~campus

and savel

Did you get a postcard in the mail? Don't throw it away!
·Bring it in for your free gift! .

Book Buyback Hours
•

Monday - Friday: 8:30am - 7pm
Saturday: 10aril - 6pm
Sunday: 1pm - 6pm (Dec. 2 & 9)

\,
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Wood goes undefeated in women's tennis
JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

presented by

~
RISTORANTE

&

PIZZERIA

407-282-4000
Aero" from UCF ""Open 11 am-4am
(11 am-2am Sun-Wed) FREE DELIVERY!

JOE KALEITA

6-0.

Baseball Finals Schedule:
Nov. 28th - Rec. Semi-Finals 9:30
Nov. 29th - Rec. Finals 7:30
Comp. Finals 9:30

Recreation & Wellness Center grand
opening Jan. 4-10
The new 85,000 square foot Recreation &
Wellness Center will be ready to open Jan. 4, and
will include a cardiovascular area, indoor track,

I CFF

Middle linebacker Tito Rodriguez
made eight tackles on Saturday,
falling just short of the UCF singleseason tackles record.

TUESDAY'S AT CALICO JACKS

Game notes:
UCF vs ULLafayette
FROM PAGE

Mandy Wood dominated the women's tournament with 6-2, 6-4 and 6-1 victories. Wood
defeated Jessica De La Concepcion in the first
round, and again in the.finals. De La Concepcion
defeated Julie Reeves and Melissa Baldauf on
her way to the championship match.
Woolsey brothers battle for tennis title
Josh and McClain Woolsey's first match-up
of the day was in the finals of the winner's bracket, where McClain prevailed over Josh, 6-0. Josh
immediately advanced to the final match against
McClain and it was as if his opponent didn't
even show up, as he breezed to the final. In the
final match McClain defeated his brother again

four basketball/volleyball courts, three aerobics/group exercise rooms, a rock-climbing
tower and a Planet Smoothie. The current Fitness
Center will also be moved to "the new building.
Several Grand Opening Events will take place,
including Adventure Race, Arena Football
"Indoor War," (Jan. 5 ), Climbing Tower
Challenge (Jan. 7), Kirk Speraw 3-on...-3
Challenge Finals, UCF Coaches vs. Triple Threat
(Jan. 8), 4-on-4 Coed Volleyball Tournament
(Jan. 9), Basketball Bonanza (Jan.IO), and Sports
Trivia "2 Minute Drill" (Jan.11).
For more information and to sign up for
events, go to www.imsports.ucf.edu.

NEVER A COVER-,
l~IU~E IHUNI{ l~Oll '111E l~It~'I1 100 GUES'l1S
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Tito Rodriguez led the
defeQse with eight tackles.
Elliot Shorter had seven tackles. Thad Ward had four
catches for 33 yards. Terrence
Williams ran the ball nine
times for 5 3 yards and one
touchdown. Also playing
their last games at UCF were
Willie Comerford, Willie
Davis, Steve Edwards, Boma
Ekiyor, Travis Fisher, Mike
Hedge and Albert Snyder.
Kruczek said the seniors
have helped UCF's football
program gain some national
respect.
"All of them had a big
part in establishing the
respect around the nation," he
said. "You want to play a
team, and when they walk off
the field you want to be
respected for what you wer-e
able to do for that 60 minutes.
Respect is critical and I think
that every place we went in
this country we · got the
respect. That's a great credit
to those people and their
drive to be as good as they
can be."

$2.00 PITCHERS 9 P.M. TO CLOSE
• $1 .50 Longnecks
• $1 .00 Wells
• $1 .00 lcehouse and Miller Lite Drafts
• $1.00 ·MGD Bottles
• Sl .00 Jello Shots and Tooters
• St. 99 Coronas and Smirnoff Ice-1

FEATURING
D.J. PUG!
EVERYONE
ALWAYS
WELCOME!
PROPER DRESS
REQUIRED

11726 EAsT ColoNiAL DRivE (NEXT TO AlhERTsoNs)

(407)
WWW.

249--2~26

CAli cojAC ks. co M
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Saturday's attendance was second-lowest since UCF joined Division I-A
FROM PAGE

•

•

·l.
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those games was 98,967. That
number doesn't even come close
to the number of people who
attend a single home game at
Tennessee, Michigan or · Penn
State. Yet UCF has more students than any of those schools.
The Florida Classic (BethuneCookman vs. Florida A&M)
drew just over 70,000 to the
Citrus Bowl on Nov. 17 - and
neither of those schools are even
in Orlando.
.Let's do some simple math
here. There are over eight million people in the greater
Orlando area. That means roughly 0.1533 percent of the residents
of the City Beautiful saw .their
hometown university play its
final home football game of the
season.
Hello? Anyone out there?
Anyone in Orlando know anything about UCF other than the
fact that Daunte Culpepper
played here? Nope? Didn't think
so.
The support of this school
and this community for its hometown college sports teams is
laughable. I' 11 wonder aloud here
how many members of UCF's
student government - the people
who are really supposed to care
about what happens at UCF -

attended every horrie football
game this season. How many
members of Orlando government, whose city could benefit
greatly from an influx ·of money
from sellouts at the Citrus Bowl,
bothered to go to a single game
this year, or any year? The
answer to both of those questions
is probably not a whole lot.
Here's a disclaimer; this
isn't just another rant from a
sports fan who thinks a whole lot
of other people should be sports
fans. This is about improving
UCF as a whole. Fans at football
games equals money for the
school. Money for the school
equals new athletic facilities,
which equals better recruiting.
Better recruiting equals better
players, which equals winning and winning equals a boatload of
TV and bowl game money. And
that money doesn't just get recycled back into UCF athletics. It
gets distributed around the
school, resulting in better academic programs and facilities for
students. Don't phrases like
"more faculty," "more class
offerings" and "more parkin.f;
spaces" sound good? w~11, they
can happen, but only if the
school has more money - money
that could come from athletics
revenues. So to all the students
who don't think it matters that

JOE KALEITA f
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The UCF football team played in front of an almost-empty Citrus Bowl last Saturday, beating Louisiana-Lafayette
31-0 in the 2001 season finale.
·
they don't go to football games,
wake up and smell the cap and
gown. Attending a lot of UCF
sports events might just help you
graduate on time.
It might not necessarily be
right, but the support of a college's sports teams can often
indirectly help determine the
success of the university as a
whole and its reputati<?n around

the country. Somehow I serious1y doubt that Gainesville, Fla. is
a hotbed for academia, · but UF
has just recently earned the reputation of · being one of the
nation's best public universities.
UCF is trying to gain respect for
both its athletic and academic
programs at the same time, and
needs some monetary help to
make a good case. The school

doesn't have a big enough alumni donor base yet, so high attendance at sporting events will provide help in that department.
So, students, if you like
sports, go because its a free college sporting event. And if you
don't like sports, go because it
will help UCF.
But, whatever the reason,
just go.

Recreation and Wellness Center
Opening Week
January 4-1 0

Top 10 Reasons to Eat at Wackadoo's
.10. No Microwaves, No fteatlampr
?

9. Fun Service with Personali
8. fat Ass Burgers & Beers
7. Sports on. the ·BIG Screen
6. Open 'til Midnight
5. Breakfast 930 r lOJo ·am M-F
4. Patio Seating
3. Quality food at College Pric.es,
2. 99¢ 32 oz to-90 Drinks
.
1. "The Place to _
be on Campus!"
.

.

."j·
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fresh food, made to order.
~ (}njJ.i"~ #'~
May take longer but ALWAYS tastes better. ~l'rt or CE!\~
Phone

282-1-900 ·Fax 282-1905 • In the UCF Student Union

ULTIMATE
FAN

The IJltimate Fan
scholarship will be awarded to
the ultimate UCF fan. In our
quest to commend pride in
UCF athletics, the Ultimate Fan
scholarship will be awarded to
the most enthusiastic and
fanatical Golden Knight. All
entries must be in accordance
with the Golden Rule. Submit
video entries to SGA or call
x6357 for an audition date.

PE6ASUS
SEAL

/

-

The Pegasus Seal

WHo~swHO
at the University of Central Florida
The Who's Who scholarship will be awarded to the Top 100 students in athletics, community service, academics and leadership. Those chosen
for the Who's Who scholarship wi!I be recognized
in the first annual Who's Who at the University of
Central Florida publication. Apply online at
www.sga.ucf.edu.

scholarship will be awarded to 3 students, one winner and two runners up.
In honor of our university's Pegasus
Seal, Student Government is sponsoring
the Pegasus Essay Contest. In no more
than 3 pages students should creatively
explain our tradition, "don't step on
the Pegasus." Submit essays to SGA.

Award: $1,000 for first place, $500 for
runners-up.

Award: $250 per winner
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Searching for the right place to rent?
T

o find an apartment for the Spring semester,
it is advisable to start your search by the end
of November. Listings for January usually
become scarce by mid-December. To get a real
head start, the time to start your search is now.
At this time when so many students are leaving,
many sublets are available. A large number of
these are not just summer sublets, but continue
into the year.
No matter where you look, the search for
housing near campus can be intense, with thousands of students seeking a limited number of
rentals. The faster you act, the better chance you
will have. Don't wait for people to call you, or
hope they will call you back. Be aggressive,
without being rude.
Don't let all your hopes rest on one apart-

ment. Get as many appointments as possible,
even if you think you've found the ideal apartment. Nothing is definite until you've signed the
lease. Do your research on each apartment you
are seriously considering.
When you're ready to look at apartments,
you probably already have a few definite
requirements in mind: price range, general floor
plan, pet policy, desired amenities and location.
However, there's more to the apartment experience than just plunking down a check, moving
in your possessions and heading for the pool.
Please take a minute to read through some basic
information to help you find an apartment home
that_best fits your needs and lifestyle.
Here are some basic items to consider, plus
a calculator to help you determine what you can

afford to pay each month. Be realistic. Ask
questions to find out your financial responsibilities, so that you can plan ahead. The goal is to
have no surprises when it comes to spending
your hard-earned cash! The bottom line is this:
it doesn't matter what the community has to
offer if you can't pay for it.
• What is the rent per month? When is it
due? Is there a fee for late payment, and is there
a grace period before that fee is assessed?
• What type of deposit is required? What
are your chances of getting it back when you
move out?
• If you plan to have a roommate, find out
what the community's policy is. Each person
PLEASE SEE

Renters ON C-8
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Finding the perfect apartment
Finding an
apartment can be
just as difficult as
finding ajob,
sometimes tougher
Chances are, the apartment
of your dreams won't have areasonable price attached to it, so
you'll simply have to compromise (in other words, settle for
what you can afford). Before
thr<JWing in the towel and taking
an apartment that's hardly livable
(and I'm speaking from experie~ce here), consider the following ten questions:

What can I really afford?
The simple answer to this
question is about 25% to 30% of
your take home income.
However, depending on the
region and the city, this figure
might not work for you. (If you
can find an apartment in New
York City for less than $700 per
month, you should consider
yourself very lucky to have
inherited an apartment - your
percentage may be closer to
50%.) So, decide on a figure
that's appropriate for your budget
and circumstances and stick with
it.

Can I find a place
on my own?
The simple answer to this
one - maybe. Ask around to find
out what your best path is, be it
newspapers, Internet searches,
friends and farnily connections
or real estate agents. Depending
on where you're moving, a real
estate agent, along with his/her
fees might be necessary. On the
topic of real estate agents, they
can charge anywhere from half a
month's rent to over 15% of your
yearly rent. If you get really
lucky, you might find a building
(or employer) that pieks up the
realtor's fee for you.

Can I live with
roommates?
You've probably done it for
four years already and wouldn't
mind a place of your own, but
remember that housing expenses
for one are a lot more costly than
for two or more. Decide which is
more stressful to you - extra
financial burdens or roommate
idiosyncrasies. If you decide to
take the roommate route, remember to choose your roommates
well. Consider criteria like
whether a potential roommate
keeps the same hours as you, has
the same idea as to what constitutes a clean apartment and does
his/her fair share of the household duties.

What's included?
This is a simple question

that generally has a simple, but
important answer, so ask.
Potential bills that may or may
not be included are gas, electric,
cable, water, fitness center membership and Internet access.
There may also be additional fees
that usually fall under the heading of ''maintenance fees". Just
because your building has a pool,
tennis courts and gym doesn't
necessarily mean that you get to
use them free of charge. Just ask.

How far will my
commute to work be?
Whatever you do, do not
overlook this one. Most people
just starting out work rather long
hours. A long drive or train ride
home when you've been working for the past 10-12 hours is not
particularly pleasant.

Does size matter?
Unless you've managed to
accumulate endless amounts of
stuff, the size of your apartment
is not all that important. Think
about the shower, the kitchen
appliances, the noise levels and
the cleanliness of the apartment
first. Plus, there are lots of little
tricks to make your apartment
look bigger - like keeping walls
light and furniture at a minimum.

What about my pooch?
Be sure to ask about pets, if
you have one or if you have
severe allergies to them (Fluffy
could have been the previous
owner). You might also want to
consider how friendly the building is to smokers. Your hallways
and lobby just might be havens
for Philip Morris lovers - which
could be good or bad, depending
on your view.

Be sure to take

of the lease agreement beforehand.
If not, you could wind up on the
street with very little notice.

note of the
parking an
apartment
offers. Some
may restrict
visitor parking
to inconvenient
locations or not
allow it at all.

Won't you be my neighbor?
Check out your neighbors
before signing on the dotted line.
Are you OK with the homeless
shelter across the street and the fire
station that's two doors down? Do
your neighbors include families
with small children seniors who go
to sleep at 8 p.m., or college students who still don't have to wake
up at the crack of dawn to go to
work? If your walls are thick
enough, the crying baby might not
matter all that much, but do consider how commercial your potential
neighborhood is. Why, you might
ask? Garbage trucks - they're loud
(~ble to penetrate the thickest of
walls) and they can come every
night, sometimes five times on any
given night.

Ajob in itself
Apartment hunting is something of a job, so stay organized,
allow yourself ample time and keep
your spirits up - you'll find something eventually, even if you have
to spend a few extra nights on your
friend's couch.

ADAM SHIVER

Looking for an apartment?

Your search is over!
,A I

How quickly do
I need to act?
In most places, the answer is
very quickly. Apartments are in
high demand throughout the
country right now, especially in
hot cities like New York, Boston
and San Francisco. In almost
ev_ery case, it's not a ·sales gimmick when you are told that you
need to act soon or the apartment
will be gone. (Once, when looking for an apartment,. I had forgotten that I might need to have
my checkbook in hand. When I
returned with it one hour later,
the apartment was taken.)

Should I sub-lease?
Sub-leasing usually works
out well, but you need to be sure
that it meets your needs. If you're
unfamiliar with a city and want
to get a feel for it before deciding
on where to plant your roots, subleasing for a few months is probably a good idea. A word of caution before sub-leasing: sometimes it is not within the terms of
a lease agreement that someone
is able to lease out their own
apartment, so check out the rules

I
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BRAND NEW
1, 2, 3 &4
Bedroom Apartments

\

\
·Private Gated Community
• Business Computer Center
• 24-hour Fitness Center
·Free After-school Kids Club
• Private Ground Level Entries
·Big Walk-in Closets
• Discounted Cable TV
(optional)
·Full Size Washer/Dryer
(optional)

I

Pet Free community

(407) 208-1700

,

~HI
---------~~:~
_r Y LS .
13,000 Island Bay Drive• Orlando, Fl 32828 • waterfordeast@ced-concord.c..om__
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Avoiding a case of renter's remorse
It's easy to make mistakes
when you're looking for an apartment - mistakes that will later
lead to headaches in your living
arrangement.
Yes, landlords are required
by law to provide certain necessities. But that doesn't mean they
will. So, if your potential landlord
is evasive or cagey about such
issues as security, heating and
plumbing, bear that in mind
before you sign. Also, pay a visit
to the other tenants in the building. They'll have stories to tell.
And take a look around; is there
garbage in the hallway or do you
hear
screaming
children?
Surveying the landscape will give
you a good idea of what life is like
in your prospective apartment.
The following list should be
helpful. Bring it along on your
aparbnentsearch.

building? How much is it per
load?

Before you sign on the dotted line, make sure
you've done your apartment hunting homework
Noise
• What to ask the landlord:
Are there any rules in the lease
regarding excessive noise? If so,
are these rules enforced?
• What to ask tenants: Is this
a party building? Do people blast
their stereos? Are you constantly
bothered by traffic or -aircraft
noise? Do you find it hard to
sleep at night because of noise?

Apartment condition
• What to ask the landlord:
When was the last time the
apartment was painted? Is the

plumbing fairly recent? Can I
have a written commitment that
repairs will be made?

• What to ask tenants: How
long does it take for the landlord
to fix things?

Parking
• What to ask the landlord:
Will I have my own designated
parking spot? How much will it
cost? How much for additional
spots?
• What to ask tenants: Do
people often occupy your parking spot? Is it easy to find a

Amenities Available

place to park? Has your car ever
been broken into?

Transportation

Apartment security

• What to ask the landlord:
Are there bus or subway lines
nearby? How much does it cost?
• What to ask tenants:
What's public transportation
really like? Is it efficient? Is it
relatively safe? Do you find
yourself hassled a lot?

La~ndry
• What to ask the landlord:
Is the washer and dryer in the

All-Inclusive

24-haurs a day
Qf

24-hour fast broadband (T1)
Internet service in all 4
bedrooms. No other
Internet service needed.

•What to ask tenants: Has
anyone ever been evicted
because of a pet? Are you kept
awake at night by a dog's
barking?

Digital TV Programming with 65
channels including 8 HBO, 4
Cinemax and 4 ESPN channels

Expenses

Unlimited local phone service (4 separate lines);
electricity, water, sewer & pest control/ included
(no utility deposits).

• What to ask the landlord: Who pays for heat and
water?

liir •..

• What to ask tenants:
How often does the landlord
raise rents? Are the rent hikes
reasonable? What do you pay
for cable TV and telephones?

Rear Entrance

Luxuriously furnished living room,
dining room and bedrooms
~ Full-size washer and dryer
X Super-equipped gourmet kitchen
~ Deadbolt locks on all doors
~ Alarm system X Gated access

• What to ask tenants: Is
the neighborhood safe? Do
you walk the streets at night?
Have you ever had anything
stolen? Have you ever been
mugged?

• What to ask the landlord: What is the policy on
pets? Is there any leeway for
small animals such as cats? If
I hear a dog barking at all
hours, will you do something
about it?

Collegiate Living

~

• What to ask the landlord: Is this a security building? Is there an alarm system?
Has there been a history of
break-ins? Is there a security
guard? How secure are the
locks? What fire protections
(sprinklers, · extinguishers,
smoke alarms) are in place?

Pets

Resort-Style

A.lafaya Tr(l,i\

•What to ask tenants: Are
the laundry facilities clean and
well maintained? When they
break down, does the landlord
fix them sooner than later?

'·

~I
~
~

14'0" x 5'6"

.'O

•o:UrVl~NG

Heat and
air-conditioning
• What to ask the landlord: Is the heater in good
working order? Do I have
access to a thermostat? Is
there central air-conditioning?
Do you allow for window airconditioning units?

ROOM

17' 8" x 14'4"

• What to ask tenants:
Does the heat really work in
winter? If it breaks down,
does the landlord fix it quickly?
© 2001 Riverwind at Alafaya Trail

Neighborhood
amenities

~ Super clubhouse with outdoor deck,

info @riverwindapts.net
www.riverwindapts.net

Eg@;~G

large-screen TV's ~ game room
X Movie theater with surround sound
K StudyI computer center with high-speed
internet access, copier and fax machine
X State of the art fitness center

eaJL 407-359-28151 Lease Today!

P~rsonalized roommate matching

• What to ask the landlord: What type of people live
in this neighborhood, and
what are they like?

1

• What to ask tenants: Are
there markets, drug and liquor
stores close by? What about
malls , theaters, clubs and
bars? Are your neighbors
friendly?
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Moving checklist
On the fun scale,
a poorly planned
moving day ranks
amongst massive
head trauma and
bad acid trips
JOE KEOHANE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

yourself, "Do I use it? Will
there be room for it? Do I
really feel like lugging this
thing up and down three
flights of stairs?" If the
answer to any of these questions is "no,'' sel1 it, donate it
or set it ablaze. It'll bring you
nothing but bad luck and
inconvenience. Besides, by
selling it you can get the extra
cash to pick up what you really want or need.

STUDENTS
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•Fully furnished spacious
3 and 4 bedroom units

• Rid yourself of everything you don't need. Ask

• If you have hired
movers, supervise the move.

• It's up ,
to you to
ensure that
everything is
packed properly. If you have
volunteers, don't nag them,
unless they've begun to intentionally destroy your belongings to spite you.
• Be patient, and try to
enjoy yourself. If you've prepared sufficiently, it'll be
over before you know it. You
could even have some fun in
the process.

•microwave

•garbage disposal
•dishwasher
•refrigerator with icemaker
•range

., gazebo area
• fax service available

• mfniblinds
., Private balconies available
•Study desk in every bedroom
•All bedrooms prewired to
allow for two phone lines

;

.

Other Floorplans Available

FREE HIGH SPEEb INTERNET ACCESS

Located on McCulloch Road - just outside the UCF North Gate!
For More Info Call:

366-7474

NOW LEASING!
Now leasing for Spring 2002! Limited Space Available!

Also, pre-leasing for Fall 2002! Hurry, space is limited!
Gather your belongings and enjoy the privacy only The Gatherings am provide. At The Gatherings you can have:

•
•
•

Your own bedroom
Your own bathroom
Your own closet

••

Even your own lease agreement!

Located on University Boulevard, just west of
the University of Central Rorida, these beautiful apartments also enjoy the added convenience of across the
street shopping and quick interstate access. If convenience, priva~ individual lease agreements, and of
course your own bedroom and bathroom are at the top
of your list, don't settle for less. Go 4 Four!

Current Rates
(12-1-01through2-1-02)

There are two options
available to sign a lease
to live with us!
1. To sign a lease for a bedroom available or to

be announced:
Application Fee:
Security Deoosit:
Total

$20.00
$300.00
$320.00

2. If you are looking for a bedroom for a time
we do not currently have availability for:
Application Fee:
Binder Deoosit:
Total

$20.00
$100.00
$120.00

..

$399 Per Month, Per Bedroom

•
•

And remember these
words of wisdom: If you're
pretty sure it' 11 fit, it won't; if
it doesn't look too heavy, it is;
and everything will take twice
as long as you had expected.

• fitness center
•sand volleyball court
•clubhouse
•picnic areas & barbecue grills
• 2 sparkling pools
•beautiful lakeside setting

Each unit provides:
• ful/size washer and dryer

movers, be ready to pay them
off in beer and pizza.
• When the big day
comes, cook or buy a large,
healthy breakfast for yourself
and your volunteers.

•computer lab

• fndividuai leases for
your financial protection

We decided to move into
• Several days before you
our new apartment on a begin the move, contact your
Saturday. We had a minivan, local Post Office and arrange
minimal belongings, some to have your mail forwarded
disparate pieces of furniture to your new digs.
and the insane presumption
that it would take no more
• Before you pack your
than three carloads or six remaining belongings, and
hours - whichevespecially if
er came first.
you have hired
Our only source
a moving comof
diversion,
pany, take an
"The Best of
inventory
of
NWA," was inexeverything. Be
tricably lodged in
sure to mark
the tape deck. At
which box each
the time it seemed
piece has been
pretty amusing.
packed in.
Twelve hours and
nine carloads later, we were
• While packing, set aside
almost finished. My nerves a box of "essentials." This
were frayed and my soon-to- - will include everything you
be roommate was convinced expect to use shortly after
that Eazy-E was speaking to your arrival. If you're moving
him from beyond the grave. in July, it is never wise to bury
Now
whenever I hear things like a toothbrush, soap
"Straight Outta Compton," I and insulin under 100 lbs. of
think of furniture. I may be winter clothing.
the only living person who
makes that association. And
• Make sure all of your
we're still not entirely moved utilities are activated and
m.
functional before you begin
the move.
It's in your best interest to
follow these easy preparatory
• If you have enlisted an
guidelines, or else you'll end army of friends and relatives
up like me:
instead of hiring professional
If
you
t intend to hire
a
moving
company or
rent a trailer,
.
make
the
,,,/
.,
arrangements
well in advance (ideally a month or more) and plan
to move mid-week to beat the
weekend rush. Rates vary
according to the distance of
the move and the amount of
stuff you intend to transport.
Be sure to consult the Internal
Revenue Service, as costly
moving expenses are often tax
deductible.

e<.?11JPJUt>lty fflftU?flS

•Individual (private)
bathrooms available

•
•
•
•

Your Lease Payment is
all inclusive, and covers:
Water and electric (up to $160)
Cable with HBO
Sewer
A /arm Service
Pest Control.
Furniture packages available upon request!
r

Roommate roulette

~)

Prevent your prospective roommate from stealing
your boyfriend and talcing over your identity by asking
these simple questions before you move in.
The roommate horror flick "Single White Female"
encapsulates every apartment dweller's nightmare. But
fret not: the odds of being murdered by your roommate
are (unless you're living in New York City) relatively
slim. Then again, fret: the odds of. being annoyed to
death by your roommate are still frightfully high. If
you're not living with a friend or even an acquaintance,
there are steps you can take to increase the chances of
surviving your roomie experience.
Consider the following tips and testers graciously
provided by Paul Lyons, owner of the successful
Boston-area apartment sharing service, Roommate
Works.

Telltale questions
Before you agree to move in with a stranger or
invite one to share your pad, arrange a time to meet.
You'll probably want to ask some, if not all, of the following questions:
• What is your view on neatness in the common
areas?
• How do you feel about overnight guests, and
would you want to establish some kind of house policy?
• How do you feel about the use of cigarettes, alcohol or "recreational" drugs in the apartment?
• What amount of common area furniture do each
of you have? Worild you be willing to collaborate on furnishing the apartmen~?
•Would you be interested in sharing a phone service and/or a cable TV subscription?
11
What time do you leave for work?
•How often do you travel out of town?

Reducing relocation stress

•What kind of musical tastes do you have?
•[To the person who has the apartment] Does anyone other than yourself have keys to this apartment?

Scam protection
Once you've found someone that seems reasonably
sane, you'll still want to take steps to make sure you're
covered in case your new roommate turns out to be less
than ideal:
Scam #1: He/she rings up a massive phone bill and
leaves you with it.
Protection: If you can't afford individual phone
lines, at least order individual long-distance services
with personal access codes.
Scam #2: He/she takes deposits from ten different
roommate applicants and then disappears with the
money.
Protection: Don't give your deposit until you've
verified the person's legal right of residence with the
landlord.
Scam #3: He/she is living rent-free by charging
each of his/her two roommates half of the total rent.
Protection: Always ask to read the contract even if
you're not being put on the lease.
Scam #4: He/she strews your possessions on the
street and changes the locks; or he/she disappears without paying the remaining rent.
Protection: If, and only if, you've made sure both
of your names are on the lease, are you entitled to legal
recourse.
You may feel a little weird asking a stranger about
their daily habits and the details of the lease, but if a
prospective roommate is more Bridget Fonda than
Jennifer Jason Leigh, they'll appreciate your efforts to
ensure the two of you are compatible.

A little preparation can keep your move from turning
into an orgy of physical pain, frustration and wasted
money.
First things first - no one likes moving. The mere .
thought of transporting all of your possessions from one
locale to another is enough to send most of us into a state
that is nothing short of panic. Relocation is on_e of life's top
stressors, right up there with divorce. The question then
becomes, "How can I move without losing my mind in the
process?" The short answer is planning. Here, we offer
some things you may want to consider: Do you really need
that?
Take an inventory of both what you have and what you
plan to take with you. Think about filling up your trash
bins,· donating to the Salvation Army or selling some of
your belongings to lessen your load.

How painful is packing?
The answer depends on you . .If you are clutching onto
every last possession, then you'll make packing more laborious than it needs to be. Similarly, waiting until the last
minute to begin packing is never a good idea, as it will
increase both your general stress level and your number of
broken belongings. Start packing nonessentials at least a
few days before the day of your move. Invest in moving
supplies 's uch as boxes, tape and tissue paper.
How much of this move can I handle without the use of
"professionals"?
Be sure to think about what it takes to move without
the pros before deciding to go it alone. First, you will need
the necessary transportation. Can your car handle the
transport of all of your belongings or is borrowing a
friend's truck an option? If not, remember that you will
need to rent a vehicle (try UHaul). Before making a final
decision about your mode of transport, consider whether
this is a two-towns-over move or a 2,000-mile move. For
the latter, renting is your better option.

Is cost your concern?

FREE RENT .UNTIL JAN. 1, 2002!
jfpartment uving at its 6est

A self-move is not always the least expensive to make.
Here are some comparisons that may make cost a nonissue.
All of the following examples are for moving two rooms a living room and a bedroom - and are only estimates . Try
using
the
Homefair
Moving
Calculator
at
www.homefair.com to compute the cost of your move.
Most van lines are also willing to give you a discount rate
if you book early.

Self Move
Miami to Orlando
• U-Haul:$300
• Labor: $0-100
•Gas: $100
• Supplies: $75
Orlando to Orlando suburb
• U-Haul: $30
• Labor: $0-100
•Gas: $20
• Supplies: $50
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©njoy special treatment at Shadow
Creek, where our spacious, cuntemporary apartment homes satisfy your
every life.sJyle desire. Convenient to
UCF and the Oviedo Marketplace,
Sbadow Creek is also
close lo restaurants, commerce,
and schools.
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Orlando to Orlando suburb
• Movers: (with packing) $500-$700
• Movers: (without packing) $200-$350
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SPECIAL OFFER FOR __
__
UCF ALUMNI/ STUDENTS/FACULTY

Miami to Orlando
• Movers: (with packing) $1,400-$1, 700
•Movers: (without packing) $1,000-$1 ,200
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How can I make sure I am not getting
"taken" by the movers?
Although there are no guarantees, you can do a lot to
protect yourself. Getting the best price is always a priority,
but hiring the company that gives you the lowest quote
doesn't always mean that you will be spending the least
amount of money. Be very specific about what you are
·moving. Ask the mover for a binding quote. Get it in writing that there will be no additional costs. Use a reputable
mover and be certain to check references and the Better
Business Bureau for additional information. Finally, don't
forget to buy moving insurance or to see to it that the
mover is responsible for any damage.

Be sure to mention The Central Florida future when visiting these apartments!
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MOVE IN!
Knight's Krossing • Knight's Court
UCF AFFILIATED HOUSING

Imagine

an apartment
community that functions
24 hours a day I 7 days a
week. You have access to
the media center, fitness
center, club room and
professional staff .to assist
you with any of your needs.
Life at College Park
Communities doesn'
stop at 6 ...

Fu

Many people

Having it all. Our

believe that you will meet
more people by living on
campus. You will actualy
meet twice as many
people living at College ·
Park Communities.
You get the best of both
worlds UCF services in
off-campus housing.

residents have chosen to
reap the benefits of living in
a private luxury apartment
community. Our apartments
are fully furnished and offer
private bedrooms and
bath rooms, paid utilities,
washer/dryer, monitored
alanns, local phone, ethernet
and much, much more.

begins with people.
UCF's Residence Life team
provides social and
academic programs
geared at ensuring a
balanced and full student
life experience.

The Best·of Both Worlds
Knight's Krossing

Knight's Court

• 3 game rooms
• 3 swimming pools
• 3 fitness centers
• 3 tennis courts
• 3 basketball courts
• 3 sand volleyball courts
•computers/study centers
• tanning beds
•co-sponsored university activities
• planned social .calendar
•fully furnished rooms
• private bathrooms
• all utilities included*
•full size washer & dryer in apartment
•cable TV with HBO 1, 2, 3
•free ethernet in each bedroom
•valet trash service
•monitored alarm systems
• free local phone with voice mail

• 2 swimming pools
• 2 basketball courts
• 2 sand volleyball courts
•hot tub
• indoor fitness center
• student services center with
state-of-the art computers
•game room
• media lounge
• co-sponsored university activities
• planned social calendar
•fully furnished rooms
• all appliances included
• all utilities included*
•full size washer & dryer in apartment .
•free ethernet in each bedroom
• monitored alarm systems
•cable TV
•free local phone with voice mail
..some restrictions apply

414
3/3

2/2

from $420
4/4
2/2 Type A from $490
.- 2/2 Type B from s515

$460
$475
from $535

from
from

407 .380.5807

407 .384.6800

12440 Golden Knight Circle
8 88 .999 .695 5

2635 College Knight Court
888.999.1580

www.collegepark.org/ucf

EQUAL 1-0USING
OPPORTUNITY

Budget chic: Dressing up your new place
Your new place
doesn't have to look
like a slightly upscale
frat house. Try these
low-cost decorating
tips and exercise
your creativity.

ing at, cover -it with fabric!
Slipcovers made .from sheets
or fabric can turn ugly sofas or
chairs into matching pieces.
Add fringe . or fabric trim to
throw pillows.
For an unusual and elegant
dining room table, cover a card
table with yards of ruffled canvas. Make sure the fabric has
been coated with two coats of
polyurethane to guard against
Take heart: even if home is stains
Running out of room in
three rooms rented from a
your
desk? Cover cardboard
landlord, - you can still design
file
boxes
with matching fabric
an apartment that is cozy, comfor
storage
space that is both
fortable and uniquely you. It
doesn't take a lot of money to movable and decorative
Make
a freestanding
be your own interior designer.
If you' re not planning to be in screen out of fabric, or buy one
your place very long, yqu can at your nearest import store. It
use fabric, secondhand furni- can serve as a headboard or a
ture, and ingenuity to decorate . backdrop to a sofa, or use it to
temporarily and inexpensively. cover an ugly air conditioner
And if you like apartment liv- or view. You can even hang
ing, start investing in home pictures on it As an alternative
furnishings and improvements to paint or wallpaper, hang fabric on your walls. Using a
that personalize your space.
Velcro
or wood tack strip,
But before you tackle any
attach
the
fabric where the
major projects, make sur~ to
wall
meets
the ceiling. Hang
check with your landlord!
fabric in loose pleats and staple at the bottom of the wall.
Light fabrics like chintz, polIf there's anything in your 'ished cotton, damask and voile
apartment you don't like look- work best. Or, patterned dou-

Fun with fabric

ble sheets are 8 feet long - the
same height as most walls.

Bathroom hints
If you don't like your bathroom tile, cover the floor with a
rubber-backed carpet, cut to fit.
Fix up a chipped basin or tub
with epoxy paint. Dress up a
free-standing sink (and attendant
ugly pipes) with a fabric skirt.
Attach the fabric to the sink with
flexible rods, Velcro or doublestick tape. Hide a plastic chest
under the skirt for extra storage.

C-1

occupying the apartment may
have to sign a separate lease. If
yours is the only name on the
lease, be aware that you are
responsible for everything!
• Some communities offer
incentives for early payment,
referrals or long-term (i.e.,
more than one year) leases. If
the community doesn't currently have such a plan in place,
your inquiry may set the wheels
in motion. It doesn't hurt to ask.
Life
changes
are
inevitable, and frequently unexpected. Therefore, it's important to find out what happens if
you must terminate your lease
early.
Most
communities
require a 30-day notice, and
you may forfeit part or all of
your deposit.
• Consider renter's insurance . . It's a relatively small
investment, and it's a wonderful
thing to have should the
unthinkable happen.
As people grow increasing1y more mobile and sophisticated, the list of available amenities grGWs ever longer.
Apartment communities are
offering everything from stateof-the-art fitness facilities to
on-site car washes, fireplaces,
waishers and dryers in the apartment, and business centers with
fax and copier for residents'
use.
During your apartment

Deck the walls

For a deco look, place plaster shells or sconces above door
mouldings.
Hang your favorite posters
in inexpensive plastic frames or
An area rug will cover worn mount them on colored matting
spots in your carpet and add pat- or Styrofoam backing.
tern and texture to a room.
Get back all of your security
Wicker baskets can be used as deposit and treat your walls with
trashcans. Or, place a cushion on extra care. Smaller pictures can
top to make a footsteol.
be hung on adhesive picture
A Japanese paper lantern hangers that easily come off the
will hide a bare lightbulb while wall when you're ready to move.
adding Eastern mystique. You (We like products made with
can buy them at Pier 1 or other 3M's new Command adhesive).
import stores for less than $10.
In lieu of artwork, hang a
Make your own terrarium quilt, tapestry or swatch of exotout of an aquarium. Or paint an . ic fabric on the ~all. Put up a
old birdcage and fill it with simple border. If you can't paste
plants. Leather-bound books in it up, tack it to the wall with
different colors add a touch of matching pushpins. Check out a
class - look for them at garage or building supply store for more
estate sales.
ideas. Mirror tiles or 4-by-8-inch

Cheap tricks

Renters insurance important
part of apartment dwelling
FROM PAGE

Tablecloths, placemats and
cloth napkins bring a touch of
color to a drab dining room.
Shop discount stores like
Marshalls and TJ Maxx to find
comforters, beddip.g and housewares, and check out the clearance tables at larger department
stores. Be flexible - you might
not get the exact colors you want
on a shoestring budget.

search, you will probably notice
that a number of features are
tisted as being available "in
select units." Though the community amenities are available
to everyone, the apartment-spe- ,
cific features may be available
only in a certain number of
units.
Why is this? Because
research has shown that many
apartment shoppers would
rather pay less and get a good,
basic, no-frills apartment, while
others would prefer to pay a
premium for such conveniences
and services. Other amenities,
such as fireplaces or screened
porches, are available only in
certain apartment homes due to
structural considerations. Most
communities try to provide a .
good mix that can accommodate everyone's needs.
So where does this leave
you? Before you start apartment
shopping, have 'in mind a price
range that you can comfortably
afford and ·a firm list of can'tlive-without-it amenities. See
where these two items overlap,
then see what other amenities
are offered for those communities that meet your 'ba~ic criteria. _
You may find that - you
don't want to go whole hog and
spring for all of the available
amenities, but that the community ·may have apartment homes
available that fit your criteria
with some nice extras included.

,,

squares ·of paneling can transform a wall - but as~ your landlord first.

Window treatments
The best way to decorate
windows is to do them in steps.
Take care of your light and privacy needs first - many apartments
provide blinds or curtains for
you.
Buy aluminum, plastic or
vinyl blinds. If you know you'll
be in your apartment for awhile,
invest in some quality wood
blinds.
Ready-made curtains are the
least expensive, followed by
made-to-measure and custom
drapes. Remember, many apartment complexes require curtains
to be backed with white fabric, to
give all of the windows in the
building a uniform look.
Splurge on some custom top
treatments. Or, save money by
making your own treatments
with fabric or sheets. Fitted
sheets, tied with ribbon, make
great balloon valances.
Leave your windows bare
and frame them with grapevines,
ivy, or draped fabric.
Instead of curtains, hang
dressing scarves, lace tablecloths
or napkins.

f

LOCATION! QOAUTYf
CONV£N1£NC£f
Let our friendly staff showyou why Chatham Landing
has won the Resident's Choice Award for·3 years!
Two Swimming Pools • Heated Jacuzzi • Fully Equipped

Gym •Indoor A/C Racquetball Court• 24 Hour Emergency
Maintenance• Wood Burning Fireplaces• Private Patios with
French Doors • 24 Hour Laundry Facility • SmaU Pets Welcome

Located Just Minutes From UCF

Master
Bednn
li x 12i

Living
20x 15

2

J bedroom, 1 bath

750SQ.Ff.

3 bedroom, 2 bath
1250SQ.Ff.

Chatham Landing
2550 N. Alafaya Trail • Orlando, Fl 32826

(407) 380-5519
Visit us on the web at: www.zomusa.com

Mote than you. expect . .. And then ZOM!

bedroo~,

2 bath
llOOSQ.Ff.
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What to know about leases and landlords
W'hen looking/or the right
apartment, two elements
deserve special scrutiny:
the landlord and the lease.
Before signing that lease, make sure you
know what you're getting into. Find out
everything you can about the landlord, and if
he passes the test, pay close attention to the
lease before signing. These simple steps may
save you a world of stress in the future.

The Landlord
First off, it's helpful to know that landlords fall into three categories.
An owner-occupant is someone who
owns and lives on the property you are renting. This kind of landlord is usually very
interested in keeping the property in good
condition, and will probably expect you to do
the same. On the positive side, the owneroccupant is most often around when you need

to have repairs made in your apartment.
Sometimes, however, you may feel that your
privacy is being invaded. It's a good idea to
communicate with the landlord and work out
rights and privileges from the start. Can he
enter your apartment at any time, or must you
be home? How does she feel about your
inviting several friends to stay with you for a
weekend? It is always helpful to know what
the rules are.
If you choose to move into a large apartment complex, you will most likely deal with
a professional landlord or superintendent
who lives in the complex and makes repairs
when you need them. Here, too, it's a good
idea to find out what kind of access this person has before you sign the lease.
An absentee landlord is one who does
not live in the building he rents. If this is the
case, it's important to know whom to call
when things need repair. You may want to
contact the previous tenant (or current
renters) and inquire about the landlord's
response to requests made by the tenant. If
you get some negative feedback, you may
want to continue your search elsewhere.

The lease
A lease is considered a legal document,
so pay close attention to its content. It should
clearly state your rights and responsibilities.
In order to be a binding contract between
you and a landlord, a lease should contain the
following items:
• The address of the premises, with a
brief description of the number of rooms.
• The names of the lessor and lessee.
• The amount of the monthly rent, when
it is due and to whom it is paid.
• Signatures of landlord and tenant.
The remainder of the lease usually consists of tenant responsibilities, and is known
as the fine print. Make sure you read the fine
print carefully. Also, be sure to keep a copy of
the lease in a safe place so that you can refer
to it if questions arise later on.
Also, pay attention to any mention of the
following: security deposit, commission fees
for a real estate agent, renewal fees, provisions for default, attorney's fees in cases of
future dispute, general maintenance, utility

charges, redecoration procedures, liability for
damage and trash removal.

Miscellaneous deposits
Once you find a suitable apartment, be
prepared to pay the first and last month's rent
before you move in. Sometimes you will also
have to pay a security deposit that will be set
aside to cover any damages to the apartment
during your stay. You may want to check with
the local housing authority so you can learn
the rules governing security deposits, such as
the maximum dollar amount allowed, returning the deposit after you've moved out of the
apartment, and the possibility of accrual of
interest or the deposit while it is in the hands
of the landlord.
It's important that you carefully inspect
the apartment and make note of any existing
damage. Create a list, have the landlord ·sign
it, and make sure you have a copy. One real.tor who specializes in rentals suggests that
you videotape any damage you notice in the
apartment before you move in. This will give
you a visual record of any damages.

Apartment
safety
Apartment living in a large
metropolitan city such as Orlando can
create special security issues. By
becoming more security conscious
and following a few preventative
steps, you will improve your chances
of remaining safe.
• Do not open your door to anyone
unless you know who if is. In the case
of sales people, service people, or
police officers, ask to see
identification.
""' "'
· Dfglta't
rv Programmfng with
68 'icnannels plus Hf$0.,, ~
0

• Keep emergency phone numbers
posted near the phones.
• Report any suspicious or obscene
phone calls to the police.
• Ground level windows are
especially vulnerable. They should be
closed and locked when you are not
at home and when you are sleeping.
• Get to know who your neighbors
are. Choose a neighbor to trust in
case of on emergency.
• Plan the fastest escape routes out
of your apartment in case you hove
to exit quickly.
• Always lock your car, and never
leave valuables in plain view.
• Always lock your bicycle, even if it's
only for a minute.
• When walking to and from your
car, stay in well-lighted areas.
• Keep your apartment door locked
both when you ore out and when you
ore home.

,,,

• Avoid traveling alone if possible. Be
aware, confident, and know where
you are going.
•Trust your instincts. If something
doesn't feel right, your own intuition
can be your most reliable guide.

Managing your movers: Trust no one
Heed the advice of
one unfortunate soul
who made the mistake
of naively trusting her
hired movers.
AMY FINUCANE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I thought I did everything right. I followed all the rules and listened to everyone's advice. I researched local moving
companies. I even received written estimates. So, why did my relocation double
in cost?
Even when you think you've covered your bases, there are hidden costs
within every move. Be careful - especially if you're on a budget. It's easy to
· overlook the minor details.

All told, my moving
experience cost me
more than $1,200..;;
will have to climb when moving you out
and moving you in. The number of boxes
and the size of the truck are other variables to consider. Factor in mileage, gas
and insurance, and the tab keeps going
up.
All of the moving companies I contacted offered boxes and packing service
for an unreasonably higher amount. I
cheerfully declined all offers of "extras"
- services I was perfectly able to accomplish on my own. By refusing this
option, I saved nearly $400.

Decisions, decisions

Do your homework
It took a few hours of research to get

estimates. I called 10 companies and
narrowed it to the five cheapest. I
explained I was moving from New York
to Boston, and I ran down a list of furniture and an estimated number of boxes.
Most movers charge by the hour,
how many men, then per floor - meaning
how many flights of stairs the movers

I finally chose a company that was
the cheapest as well as the friendliest.
After discussing each piece of furniture,
I was given an estimate of $600. The
movers faxed a written estimate that
included all itemized details. I looked it
over and felt fairly confident the end
result would be within a hundred dollars.
The movers also charged me for
their return trip, but the total was still

cheaper than any other estimate I
received.

All by myself
I decided to do as much of the move
on my own. I started the process a month
before my departure date. I religiously
made Saturday morning excursions to
the grocery store to collect boxes.
Sorting through old clothing and boxes
of junk, pitching a lot of unwanted stuff
lessened the load.
On the day of my move, I had all of
my boxes labeled and stacked neatly in
the living room. My bedroom was completely disassembled down to the bed
frame. I fulfilled my responsibilities;
unfortunately the movers neglected to
hold up their end of the bargain.

So, what happened?
Two men took two hours to load the
truck - they took their time. It should
have taken only an hour. I chose to move
on one of the rainiest and windiest d~ys

of the season. The movers grossly underestimated the driving time. Once they
arrived in Boston, it took them two-anda-half hours to unload the truck.
It was 11 hours after the time they
first knocked on my door in New York.
They still had a five-hour return trek
ahead of them. One of the movers
approached me with my contact in his
hand, and requested $1,017. A brusque
"excuse me?" squeezed through my
trembling vocal cords.
I had planned to pay cash for my
move, but I didn't even have that much
in the bank. To make matters worse,
there was a fee for paying with a credit
card. In my case, this ranged between
10% and 15% of the total cost. The
movers reminded me to add gratuity as I
handed over my American Express card.
I offered a surly smile, "why not?"
All told, my moving experience cost
me more than $1,200, a $600 increase
from my original estimate.
To avoid some of the grievous errors
I made, here are a few tips:
• Request the movers pay a visit to
your home to size up the job.
• Negotiate the written estimate to
be binding.
• Be realistic about driving time for
the movers.
• Make sure you have plenty of cash
to pay the movers - it could save you
$100s!

Stop dreaming, start living. . .
Mitchell Hammock
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If quality and convenience is what you are looking for, call today!
All located within minutes of UCF
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UNIVERSITY VILLAS
•A

RENTAL COMMUNITY•

3100 Alafaya Trail
Orlando, Fl 32826

Feng Shui for
apartments
Avoid turning your place into a
vortex ofbad energy by practicing
the ancient art ofFeng Shui

1 BEDROOM ·FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

JOE KEOHANE

•

•

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Just Minutes from UCF, VCC, Westinghouse,
Orlando Research Park and the East/West Expressway

:> 2 Swimming Pools
:> 2·Tennis Courts
:> 2 Laundry Facilities
:> Basketball Court

~-

•

First Month's Rent

FREE!

.

Special Ends 12115/01

Call Now!

'

407~273-5610

•
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Shui what?

A Brand New Community Featuring
Orlando's Finest Apftrtments!
~:u

•

!;

Students Welcome!

'
i

•

Studios, lxl, 2x2 and
3x3 Apartment Homes
+ Premier Gated Community
+ 1O'6' 12> Ceilings
+ Health Club
+ Resort Style Pool and Spa

+
+

Satellite TV
One or two car garages or
carports

+ Select Units Iriclude:

Spa Tub or Fireplace
+Full Size WID or Hookups
+-Guest Suites 6' Furnished
Corporate Apartments available
+

I
ARDEN

VILLAS
•

•

There seems to be much internal dissent in the field of Feng Shui
these days, and one need only attempt tc find a definitive online
resource to realize the extent of the feud. There are, by my fuzzy calculations, hundreds of millions of sites dedicated to the proper application of the 5,000 year-old Chinese art/philosophy of (among other
things) furniture arranging. And each one, while claiming to be The
Authority, also squanders no opportunity to malign every other Feng
Shui society, dismissing them as shameless snake-oil salesmen with,
at best, a shallow knowledge of the art. Suffice it to say, my task was
a daunting one from the very start.
After several hundred leads led nowhere, I began to seriously
consider starting my own rival faction, in which I would establish
myself as "Master Joe Keohane: Purveyor of Good Ch'i at Even
Better Prices." Hell, there's apparently a lot of money to be made
here. But alas, it was not to be.
But with unflagging diligence, I finally found what I needed:
some resources that pertain directly to plying the art of Feng Shui in
your own apartment.
So whether you buy into it or not, read on, and keep in mind that
there are literally millions of devotees out there, all of whom claim
to have improved their lives by rearranging the furniture in their living spaces. Here then, is the best way to maximize good ch'i (good
energy) in your apartment.

3303 ARDEN VILLAS BLVD.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone: 407-382-1100
Fax:407-382-1120
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Univa$lly
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Directions: From UCF, head
west--on1Jn1Versity 1 m11e:Arden Villas will be on your left .

Feng Shui (pronounced FUNG-shway) is the 5,000 year-old art
of attracting and retaining good ch'i, with the intention of striking
the optimum harmony between one and one's environment. This can
apply to all areas of human life, from personal relationships, to the
ideal placement of graves, to the best way to position a chest of
drawers in the bedroom. We, of course, are concerned with the latter.

How to avoid a vortex of bad energy
The first thing to do is clear out the clutter. If you can't move
smoothly through the apartment, neither can the ch'i. The ch'i will
then respond by promptly leaving, and bad ch'i will gladly fill the
vacuum, rendering you fraught with corrosive self-doubt and anxiety. So clear the place out, clean it up, and make sure you aren't tripping over furniture. Flow's the word.
On that note, fix any annoyances (leaky faucet, squeaky door,
broken toilet). They may seem insignificant, but even minor problems like these can send good ch'i scampering off like a rat from a
flaming oil tanker.
When arranging furniture in any room, be sure the entrance to
the room is visible from each seat. (Which, incidentally, should be
facing east or south). That way, you are always aware of the comings and goings of others, and need not be anxious about whom, or
what, is lurking in the doorway behind you. The same holds true for
the bedroom. The bed should be positioned so that the supine can
easily see whoever is entering. Anxiety and skittishness are hell on
good ch'i.
Also, keep the bed away from the window, as ch'i tends to
escape through windows. Cover the windows with curtains or blinds
to trick the ch'i into staying. You might think the ch'i, which has
existed since the dawn of time, would be hip to this stratagem, but
apparently it isn't. Also, the head of the bed should face north.
Ch'i likes potted plants -- very, very much.
If you work from home, it's best to separate your workspace
from your living space. If you must have your computer in your bedroom, cover it up after use, preferably with a pleasant looking cloth
or cover. A computer and the stresses associated with it are like
damn ch'i vacuums.
So, in·other words, the ch'i wants out, bad. It's up to you to dupe ·
it into staying inside your 100-square-foot apartment Be accomDl.O.::_ _ .
dating. Keep in mind that the enemy of good ch'i is clutter (be it
emotional, physical or metaphysical) and windows. Ch'i is notoriously fickle and flighty, and while readily escaping through closed
windows, it usually mistakes solid doors, walls and curtains as
. things through which it cannot pass. Use this against it. Trap it!
Conquer the ch'i. Your inner-tranquility depends on it.
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Why.Choose Tivoli Apartments?
Here's ~hat residents have to say...
"Very

spacious
apartments
and bakonief'
"The
people are
friendly in
the office
(and
stayed that
way after

"I can ride my

bike to class"

TOP REASONS
TO LIVE AT·
TIVOLI

move-in)"

"Private
bathrooms
for each

resident''

''Affordable
price"

Location
Price
Size
Layout
Friendly Staff
Ample Parking .
Cable & Ethernet
Included
Excellent Amenities

"Management

Very wellmaintained"
0

"Great
location,

distance
to·UCF"

.. Quieter
area"

"Price,

. location,
quality"

"Rent
includes
ethernet

and cable"

"Plenty of
parking-no
towing'~

cares about

us"

So, what are y u waiting fo ?
Ask about Phase 2 Specials
Available December 2001
Bring in this ad and receive $100 credit toward rent!*

Tivoli Apartments
1/2 mile east of Alafaya
on McCulloch Road

"TivoU =I lov it"

. 321-765-1111

*One ad per apartment.
New residents only. Offer expires
January 31, 2002
**Based on actual resident
survey September 2001.
Photographs are not actual
residents.
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